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Abstract 
Walking is a part of almost all trips performed. For pedestrians travelling with 
public transport, the layout of interchange stations is important and should be 
designed in an effective way. Microscopic simulation of pedestrians can be 
used to evaluate different layout scenarios or a future increase in flow. The 
software used for the microscopic simulation of pedestrians in this thesis is 
Viswalk, where the movements of pedestrians are based on a social force 
model. 
 
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate simulated walking speeds for 
different flow levels and to investigate the effects of dividing pedestrians into 
types with different desired speeds. Both actual and desired walking speeds 
have been investigated. The aim was to find a desired speed distribution that 
can be used for different flow levels, if such a distribution exists. 
 
A literature survey has been performed which investigated techniques for 
pedestrian data collection and calibration methods for social force models. 
Techniques like video cameras, laser scanners, infrared sensors and GPS 
receivers are used for pedestrian data collection. Two calibration methods of 
social force models were found, a simpler method with simulation of all 
pedestrians simultaneously and a more complex method where one pedestrian 
is simulated and the others move according to their observed trajectories. In 
both methods, one parameter was adjusted at a time. 
 
Field studies have been performed to collect pedestrian traffic data with a video 
camera at Stockholm Central Station. Two disjoint flow levels were identified 
and used to investigate if the same desired speed distribution could be used for 
different flow levels. The average observed walking speed was 1.33 metres per 
second at the low flow level and 1.25 metres per second at the high flow level. 
The error was 4.5 percent between the average observed walking speed and the 
average simulated walking speed when the optimal desired speed distribution 
at the low flow level was used at the high flow level. Effects of using different 
desired speed distributions for different pedestrian types have also been 
investigated. The error between the average of the observed and the simulated 
walking speeds varies between 2.3 and 4.1 percent when dividing pedestrians 
into different types when the optimal desired speed distributions at the low 
flow level are used at the high flow level. 
 
A sensitivity analysis of some parameters of the social force model in Viswalk 
has also been performed. Several adjustments of the parameters show that tau, 
B_soc_isotropic and A_soc_mean had the greatest impact of the simulated 
walking speeds. The parameters A_soc_isotropic and VD had less influence of 
the walking speeds. It was also concluded that adjustments of the parameter 
B_soc_mean did not affect the simulated walking speeds at a significance level 
of 95 percent. The final conclusion is that the parameter configuration and how 
the pedestrians are divided into different types affect the average simulated 
walking speed. 
 
Keywords: Microscopic simulation, pedestrian traffic, walking speeds, flow 
levels, pedestrian types, Viswalk  
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Sammanfattning 
Gång är en del av i stort sett alla resor som görs. För fotgängare som reser med 
kollektivtrafik är utformningen av bytespunkter viktig och bör vara designad på 
ett effektivt sätt. Mikroskopisk simulering av fotgängare kan användas för att 
utvärdera olika utformningsalternativ eller framtida ökningar av flödet. 
Programvaran som användes för mikrosimuleringen av fotgängare i det här 
arbetet är Viswalk, där fotgängarnas rörelser baseras en social force-modell. 
 
Syftet med examensarbetet var att undersöka simulerade gånghastigheter för 
olika flödesnivåer och att undersöka effekter av att dela in fotgängare i olika 
typer med olika önskade hastigheter. Både faktiska och önskade hastigheter har 
undersökts. Målet var att hitta en önskad hastighetsfördelning som kan 
användas för olika flödesnivåer, om en sådan finns. 
 
En litteraturstudie har utförts där tekniker för insamling av fotgängardata samt 
kalibreringsmetoder för social force-modeller har studerats. Tekniker som 
videokameror, laserskanners, infraröda sensorer och GPS-mottagare används 
för insamling av fotgängardata. Två kalibreringsmetoder för social force-
modeller har identifierats, en enklare metod där alla fotgängare simuleras 
samtidigt samt en mer komplex metod där en fotgängare simuleras och 
resterande fotgängare rör sig enligt deras observerade trajektorier. I båda 
metoderna justerades en parameter i taget. 
 
Fältstudier har utförts för att samla in fotgängardata med videokamera på 
Stockholms Centralstation. Två disjunkta flödesnivåer identifierades och 
användes för att undersöka om samma önskade hastighetsfördelning kunde 
användas för olika flödesnivåer. Medelvärdet av de observerade 
gånghastigheterna var 1,33 meter per sekund vid lågt flöde och 1,25 meter per 
sekund vid högt flöde. Felet var 4,5 procent mellan medelvärdet av de 
observerade och de simulerade gånghastigheterna när den optimala önskade 
hastighetsfördelningen vid lågt flöde användes vid den höga flödesnivån. 
 
Effekter av att använda olika önskade hastighetsfördelningar för olika 
persontyper undersöktes. Felet mellan medelvärdet av de observerade och de 
simulerade gånghastigheterna varierar mellan 2,3 och 4,1 procent när 
fotgängarna delas in i olika persontyper och de optimala önskade 
hastighetsfördelningarna vid lågt flöde används vid högt flöde. 
 
En känslighetsanalys av ett antal parametrar i social force-modellen i Viswalk 
har också utförts. Flera justeringar av parametrarna visar att tau, 
B_soc_isotropic och A_soc_mean hade störst inverkan på de simulerade 
gånghastigheterna. Parametrarna A_soc_isotropic och VD hade mindre 
påverkan på gånghastigheterna. Det konstaterades också att justeringar av 
parametern B_soc_mean inte påverkade de simulerade gånghastigheterna vid 
en signifikansnivå på 95 procent. Den slutgiltiga slutsatsen är att 
parameteruppsättningen och hur fotgängare är indelade i olika typer påverkar 
medelvärdet av de simulerade gånghastigheterna. 
 
Nyckelord: Mikroskopisk simulering, fotgängartrafik, gånghastigheter, 
flödesnivåer, persontyper, Viswalk  
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Terminology 
Pedestrian – a general walking road user or the influenced pedestrian 

Person – the influencing pedestrian 

Velocity – the movement of a road user with a certain magnitude and direction 

Speed – the movement of a road user with a certain magnitude 

Preferred velocity – the velocity that a road user wants to keep at the current 
circumstances 

Desired velocity – the velocity the road user will keep without being disturbed 
by other persons or obstacles 

Actual velocity – the velocity of a walking road user 

Preferred speed – the speed that a road user wants to keep at the current 
circumstances 

Desired speed – the speed the road user will keep without being disturbed by 
other persons or obstacles 

Observed walking speed – actual walking speed from the observations 

Simulated walking speed – actual walking speed from the model 
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1 Introduction 
Walking, cycling and public transport have become increasingly important 
modes of transport in today’s society, especially when considering the 
environment. Using these modes of transport instead of travelling by private 
cars may lead to less congested roads. Trips performed by public transport 
often include walking to and from the stations, as well as some transfer 
between different vehicles. Trips performed by bike or car also include walking 
between the origin or destination and the parking area. Thus, walking is a part 
of almost all trips performed and therefore it is an important mode of transport. 
 
In order to attract travellers to choose public transport instead of private cars, 
attractive and well-planned interchange stations are important. It is essential to 
study how pedestrians move and interact with each other to achieve attractive 
and well-planned interchange stations. This can be performed by using models 
of pedestrian traffic. These models describe the behaviour of pedestrians and 
enable analysis of pedestrian traffic situations. Evaluations of future 
infrastructure can be performed with pedestrian traffic models to optimize the 
design of the infrastructure. These models also enable investigations of existing 
infrastructure in the presence of upcoming changes like increased flow in order 
to establish whether the infrastructure has to be reconstructed or not. The 
interaction between pedestrians can be studied by microscopic simulation, 
where each pedestrian is considered as an individual. This enables reflections 
of pedestrians’ behaviour as well as the interactions between pedestrian-person 
and pedestrian-infrastructure. 
 
There are several different tools for microscopic simulation of pedestrian 
traffic. The software used to simulate pedestrian traffic in this thesis was 
Viswalk. In order to make the simulation models useful, pedestrian traffic data, 
like walking speed, pedestrian flow, pedestrian density and OD-pairs, are 
required. For example, pedestrians have different desired speeds depending on 
pedestrian types e.g. age, sex and trip cause, and the environment e.g. type of 
facility, weather and pedestrian flow. It is important that the model reflects 
these characteristics in order to be realistic. 
 
The main difference between pedestrian traffic and vehicle traffic is that 
vehicles move along links and pedestrians move in areas. Pedestrians move 
without obstruction in the areas and make evasive manoeuvres due to other 
persons. Consequently, it is more difficult to collect pedestrian traffic data 
compared to collecting vehicle traffic data. Today, several models are created 
with estimated values instead of observed since the amount of collected 
pedestrian traffic data for Swedish conditions is limited. 
 
In this thesis, pedestrian traffic data was collected with focus on pedestrian 
walking speeds. Field studies were performed at a station environment in 
Stockholm, Sweden in order to have relevant data for estimation of actual 
walking speed distributions. A microscopic simulation model of the study area 
was created in the simulation software Viswalk, where the estimated walking 
speed distributions were used as input data for the desired speed. Since desired 
speed distributions are used in Viswalk, the input data had to be adjusted in 
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order to make the model in Viswalk create realistic actual walking speeds. 
Investigations of the simulated walking speeds were performed in order to see 
if the same desired speed distribution could be used for different flow levels. 
This is interesting to know in order to see if the same desired speed distribution 
can be used for various flow levels and thus the use of the model can be 
extended. Effects of using different desired speeds for different pedestrian 
types were also investigated in the model. An investigation of pedestrian types 
showed if the pedestrians should be divided into different types in order to 
improve the simulated walking speeds. Finally, a sensitivity analysis of some 
parameters of the model was performed. 

1.1 Purpose and aim 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate simulated walking speeds for 
pedestrian traffic in Viswalk for different flow levels. Investigating the effects 
of dividing pedestrians into types with different desired speeds is also a part of 
the purpose. The aim is to find a desired speed distribution that can be used for 
different flow levels, if such a distribution exists. This is to enable use of the 
same desired speed distribution for simulation of different environments, and 
thus collection of walking speeds for each new location is not required. 

1.2 Research Questions 

The research questions that will be answered are: 
 

1. Which techniques are used for collection of pedestrian walking speed 
data? 

2. Which methods are used for calibration of social force models? 
3. What is the shape of the actual walking speed distributions at different 

flow levels at a station environment? 
4. How do variations of the desired speed distribution impact the model in 

Viswalk with respect to average simulated walking speed? 
5. If the same desired speed distribution is used at different flow levels, 

how large is the error of the average simulated walking speed? 
6. If the same desired speed distributions are used at different flow levels, 

how large is the error of the average simulated walking speed when 
pedestrians are divided into different types with separate desired speed 
distributions? 

7. With a certain desired speed distribution, how sensitive is the result of 
the model with respect to the average simulated walking speed for 
adjustments of the parameters of the social force model in Viswalk? 

1.3 Method 

The work in the thesis are divided into the following parts; literature survey, 
data collection and simulation. Documentation of the work has been performed 
continuously throughout the thesis. 

1.3.1 Literature Survey 
Most of the references for the material in the literature survey were found from 
searches on the Internet. Some references have been recommended from the 
supervisors and also from employees at Ramböll. Interesting references have 
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been read and categorized. A description of Viswalk is included in the 
literature survey in order to give a basic understanding of the software. The 
social force model is also described, since it is the underlying model for the 
movement of pedestrians in Viswalk. The literature survey also presents 
studies within the area of pedestrian traffic in order to suggest techniques for 
data collection. This part of the literature survey answered research question 1. 
Different procedures for calibrating social force models as well as results from 
performed calibration studies are another part of the literature survey. By 
studying different calibration methods, research question 2 was answered. 
Focus of the literature survey has been on approaches and results to determine 
which methods that should be used in this thesis. 

1.3.2 Data Collection 
This thesis required data such as layout of the chosen study area and comments 
on special conditions during the data collection. Other essential data is 
information about flow, walking speeds, proportion of pedestrian types and an 
OD-matrix. Several field studies were performed to collect the data. The field 
studies were located to Centralhallen at Stockholm Central Station. Pedestrian 
data were collected by a video camera since it is an effective way to collect 
data and it enabled analysis in retrospect. The video films were analysed with 
the software T-Analyst and pedestrian trajectories were extracted. Then, the 
average observed walking speed for each pedestrian was calculated with a java 
program and observed walking speed distributions for different flow levels and 
pedestrian types were estimated in Matlab. This produced answers to research 
question 3. 

1.3.3 Simulation 
A model of the chosen study area was created in Viswalk with data from the 
data collection. The model was verified to make sure that it works as it is 
supposed to. Observed walking speed distributions were used as input for the 
desired speed distribution in Viswalk. The model was calibrated by adjusting 
the desired speed distribution so that the average simulated walking speed 
reflected the average observed walking speed. By the calibration process, the 
impact of variations of the desired speed distribution in the model was 
investigated with respect to the average simulated walking speed, which is the 
answer to research question 4. 
 
Scenarios of the model were created with different flow levels. First, the same 
desired speed distribution was used for scenarios with different flow levels. 
The simulated walking speeds were compared to the observed walking speeds 
in order to identify statistically significant differences in average walking 
speed. This provided the answer to research question 5. Other scenarios were 
also created where the pedestrians were divided into different pedestrian types 
with separate desired speed distributions. This was performed in order to 
investigate if the same desired speed distributions could be used for different 
flow levels when the pedestrians are divided into different types. This 
investigation answered research question 6. 
 
Finally, a sensitivity analysis of the applied parameter values was performed. 
This was performed by adjusting other parameters of interest with a fixed 
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desired speed distribution. The result of the sensitivity analysis gave the answer 
to research question 7. 

1.4 Delimitations 

The study area is limited and chosen to have as few OD-pairs as possible to 
clarify the origins and destinations of the pedestrians. The size of the study area 
is limited to the view of the camera, when the camera is attached perpendicular 
to the floor. The field studies are limited to be performed indoors at Stockholm 
Central Station to avoid influences of the weather. The investigations of 
walking speeds for pedestrians are only performed at two different flow levels,  
low and high flow. These flow levels should be disjointed to clearly separate 
the two flow levels. Only a few parameters are adjusted in the sensitivity 
analysis while most of the parameters are assumed to have reasonable default 
values for this study. The parameters that will be investigated are tau, 
A_soc_isotropic, B_soc_isotropic, A_soc_mean, B_soc_mean and VD. 
These parameters may affect the simulated walking speeds of the pedestrians in 
the model and were therefore chosen. 
 
The pedestrians are divided into different types, distributed according to 
individual features that were easy to distinguish from the video films. The 
choice of method for collection of pedestrian traffic data will limit the 
pedestrian types that can be investigated. Some examples of pedestrian types 
are men, women, pedestrians with luggage and pedestrians without luggage. 
The number of different pedestrian types is limited to a maximum of six types 
because detailed statistical analysis had to be performed to determine whether 
there are any differences between the pedestrian types or not. 
 
These delimitations imply that the result will reflect the specific area and more 
investigations are required to find out if the result reflect other areas as well. 

1.5 Outline 

This thesis begins with a literature survey presented in chapter 2-4. Chapter 2 
contains a description of the microscopic simulation software Viswalk, which 
is used in the thesis. The underlying model for pedestrian movement and a 
selection of functions and parameters in Viswalk are presented. Then, different 
techniques for data collection of pedestrian traffic data are described in chapter 
3. Different methods for calibration of social force models are presented in 
chapter 4. 
 
In chapter 5, the approach for the data collection in this thesis, which includes 
field studies and data processing, is described. The result from the data 
collection is also presented in chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents the steps in the 
simulation process, which includes the construction of the model in Viswalk, 
investigations of the flow levels and the pedestrian types and also the 
sensitivity analysis. The result from the simulations is also presented and 
analysed in chapter 6. Then, the methods and the results are discussed in 
chapter 7. The final chapters of the thesis present the conclusion and 
suggestions of future work in chapter 8 and chapter 9 respectively.  
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2 Viswalk 
Viswalk is an add-on for Vissim, which is a microscopic, time discrete and 
behaviour-based simulation model that Planung Transport Verkehr AG (PTV 
AG) has developed and is still further developing. Vissim is used to simulate 
and model urban traffic and public transport operations as well as flows of 
pedestrians. To have more than 30 pedestrians in the network at the same time, 
the add-on Viswalk is required. Viswalk can also be used separately to 
simulate pedestrians without vehicular traffic (PTV AG, 2012). In this chapter, 
different functions and parameters in Viswalk that are relevant for this thesis 
are described. 

2.1 The Social Force Model 

The underlying model for the movements of pedestrians in Viswalk is the 
Social Force Model (SFM) by Helbing and Molnár (1995). The SFM has been 
expanded by Helbing in order to be used in Viswalk. The SFM is based on 
Newtonian mechanics where the forces represent the elementary impetus for 
motion. The size and direction of the forces are affected by obstacles and other 
persons as well as pedestrians’ intention to reach the destination. Different 
forces, such as social, psychological and physical forces, together form a total 
force that represents the acceleration of the pedestrians in the SFM (PTV AG, 
2012). The definition of the SFM by Helbing and Molnár (1995) and 
adjustments for the use in Viswalk are described below. 
 
Helbing and Molnár (1995) argue that when pedestrians encounter a situation 
which the pedestrians are familiar with, the reaction is rather automatic. The 
movement of pedestrians can be expressed as an equation of motion described 
by        where the preferred velocity          is changed step by step according 
to          . The preferred velocity is the velocity that the pedestrian want to 
keep at the current circumstances (Helbing & Molnár, 1995). Consequently, 
the preferred velocity is typically equivalent to the actual velocity except from 
when the preferred speed is higher than the maximum speed of the pedestrian 
(Johansson, 2013). The relationship between the actual velocity        and the 
preferred velocity depends on the maximal acceptable speed       and is 
expressed as (Helbing & Molnár, 1995) 

 

                                       (1) 

 
where 
 

 
Here,        is the actual position of pedestrian   at time  . The preferred 
velocity should not be mistaken for the desired velocity which is the velocity 
the pedestrian will keep without being disturbed by other persons or obstacles. 

                                                              (2) 
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The social force        on a pedestrian   represents the impact from the 
surrounding persons and objects and constitutes an acceleration term. The 
social force is not an actual force but rather a motivation for the pedestrian to 
act. A basic thought of the SFM is that the pedestrians’ ambitions are to reach a 
certain destination      with minimum effort, which often means the shortest 
possible way. The route to the destination can be shaped as a polygon with 
nodes                 . A pedestrian’s desired direction of motion is 
 
                                     (3) 

 
if the next node on the route is     . Pedestrians have desired speeds     which 
they will keep if they are able to move without any interruptions. Pedestrians 
also have actual velocities        which change with time due to the 
surroundings (Helbing & Molnár, 1995). The relaxation time    describes the 
time it takes for the pedestrian to adapt to the desired velocity (Johansson, 
2013). If the actual velocity of a pedestrian differs from the desired velocity, 
the pedestrian will try to approach the desired velocity within the relaxation 
time according to the acceleration term 
 
                                     (4) 

 
In equation (4),        corresponds to the desired velocity     . Pedestrians like to 
keep other persons at a certain distance because of their private spheres 
(Helbing & Molnár, 1995). Since pedestrians do not want to be too close to 
unknown persons, the motion of a pedestrian depends both on the desired 
speed and the positions of the persons who are close to the pedestrian 
(Johansson, 2013). There are two kinds of repulsive effects and pedestrians 
react different on objects and other persons. The repulsive effects from other 
persons, denoted by  , are defined as 

 

                       (5) 
 
where     is the repulsive potential (Helbing & Molnár, 1995). The potential 
has the form 
               (6) 

 
where    is the magnitude of the force and   is the range scale of the force. The 
function   depends on the positions and the speeds of pedestrian   and person  , and describes the shape of the potential (Johansson, 2013). The repulsive 
potential function decreases monotonic with   and since pedestrians requires 
space to move, the ellipse is directed in the pedestrians’ direction of motion. 
The function   in Helbing and Molnár (1995) is calculated through 
 
                                         (7) 
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Here,      is the difference between the actual positions of pedestrian   and 
person  , that is                . The dimensions of the equipotential lines also 
depend on the movement of the other person as    is the actual velocity of 
person   and    is the time it takes for person   to take a step (Helbing & 
Molnár, 1995). Then,         is the distance that person   travel in one step. 
The approach that    was connected to the time of a step was not reasonable 
since when using      seconds, a step length of 2.7 metres was obtained. 
Therefore, different formulations of   have been suggested. One version of   is 
defined as 
 
                                        (8) 

 
where           is the relative velocity between pedestrian   and person   (Johansson, 2013). This version of   is used in Viswalk (PTV AG, 2012), 
see equation (19). 
 
Similar to the fact that pedestrians keep a certain distance to other persons, they 
also try to avoid walking to close to obstacles such as borders of buildings, 
walls and streets. The anxiety of accidentally hitting a border influences the 
pedestrian and the repulsive effect from border   is described as 

 

                               (9) 

 
Also this repulsive potential             is monotonic decreasing. The 
position of the closest border   to the pedestrian   is      and the relation 
between the positions of the pedestrian and the border is                
(Helbing & Molnár, 1995). The size of the force is modelled as a global 
parameter in Viswalk, see section 2.5.2 (PTV AG, 2012). 
 
In the SFM by Helbing and Molnár (1995), there are also attractive effects      
which can be towards a friend or a window display. The attractive effects are 
described by monotonic increasing potentials               . The attractive 
effect is described by 

 

                                       (10) 

 
where     is the place with the attractive person or object and               . 
Usually, the attractiveness declines with time due to a fading interest from 
pedestrians (Helbing & Molnár, 1995). The attractive effects are not included 
in Viswalk (PTV AG, 2012). 
 
It is also known that a pedestrian tend to care more about what happens in front 
of them, compared with what happens behind them. A pedestrian’s effective 
angle of sight is set to    and represents the pedestrian’s field of view. To 
implement this behaviour in the social force model, direction dependent 
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weights have been introduced. The parameter   is the influence of a certain 
event located behind the pedestrian and   is within the range of      . The 
direction dependent weights are (Helbing & Molnár, 1995) 

 

                                                   (11) 

 
This formulation was modified by Helbing et al. (2002) in order to avoid sharp 
transitions between the angles that a pedestrian can and cannot see. The new 
formulation, which is used in Viswalk, is 
 
                              (12) 

 
where     is the angle between the direction of the current velocity of 
pedestrian   and the direction to person   (PTV AG, 2012). Here,   is a model 
parameter,         . A low value of   means that persons in front of the 
pedestrian affect a lot and that the persons behind the pedestrian barely affect 
the pedestrian. On the other hand, a high value of   means that the angle to the 
affecting person does not matter. Therefore, persons in all directions affect 
pedestrian   equally for high values of   (Johansson, 2013). 
 
The mentioned repulsive and attractive effects for pedestrians can now be 
written as 
 
                                            (13) 

 

                                                (14) 
 
Since all the effects influence a pedestrian simultaneously, the social effects 
can be summarised according to 

 

                                              

                                            
(15) 

 
From here, the social force model is defined as 

 

                               (16) 

 
where the fluctuation term include random variations of the behaviour. The 
fluctuations can for instance arise when two or more behavioural alternatives 
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are equivalent or when the usual rules of motion are not followed due to either 
accidental or deliberate deviations (Helbing & Molnár, 1995). 

2.2 Pedestrians in Viswalk 

The behaviour of pedestrians is usually divided into three different levels; 
strategic, tactical and operational levels. See Table 1 for a description of the 
levels. In Viswalk the strategic level is defined by user input. The SFM in 
Viswalk controls parts of the tactical level and the entire operational level 
(PTV AG, 2012). 
 

Table 1. Description of the different levels of pedestrians’ behaviour. 
    

Levels Timeframe Action Result 

Strategic Minutes to 
hours 

Plans the 
route 
 

List of destinations 

Tactical Seconds to 
minutes 

Decides on 
the route 
between the 
destinations 
 

Making a rough routing 
decision 

Operational Milliseconds 
to seconds 

Actual 
movement 

E.g. evading opposing 
persons, moving through a 
dense crowd or continuing 
the movement toward the 
destination 

    

  Source: (PTV AG, 2012) 
 
In Viswalk, pedestrians are categorized in different pedestrian types and 
pedestrian classes. Within a pedestrian type the pedestrians have similar 
technical characteristics and physical walking behaviour. For each pedestrian 
type, the maximal acceleration, the appearance of the pedestrian and a 
behaviour parameter file are defined. The behaviour parameter file includes the 
parameters of the SFM and also global parameters such as grid_size and 
use_cache. Examples of pedestrian types are men and women. Pedestrian types 
with similar walking behaviour can form a pedestrian class. Examples of 
pedestrian classes are adults and pupils. The compositions of pedestrian are 
defined with a desired speed distribution as a cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) and ratio for each pedestrian type. The demand of pedestrians can be 
defined in two different ways in Viswalk, either by defining the inputs and 
routes manually or by defining the flow between origins and destinations with 
an OD-matrix. In the model pedestrians are created at selected pedestrian areas 
at random points in time according to pedestrian compositions and input 
volumes (PTV AG, 2012). 

2.3 Routing Decisions and Routes 

A sequence of walkable areas and ramps establish a pedestrian route in 
Viswalk. Every route starts with a pedestrian routing decision at a routing 
decision area and ends at a destination area or ramp. A routing decision point 
has one or multiple destinations, where the pedestrians that belong to one of the 
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classes specified in the routing decision point can be allocated to one of the 
destinations. In Viswalk the routes are divided into two types; static routes and 
partial routes. Static routes represent the main routes, which determine 
pedestrians’ start points, end points and potential intermediate points. At a 
static routing decision area the pedestrians are distributed to different 
destinations using a static percentage (PTV AG, 2012). 
 
The pedestrians follow their main route all the way to their final destination, 
but with partial routes they may deviate from the route and then return to the 
main route. Partial routes start at a partial routing decision point and affect the 
pedestrians whose intermediate point or destination is in the same area as the 
destination of the partial route. At partial routing decisions the pedestrians are 
re-distributed according to routes and percentages. Partial routes are often used 
when the pedestrian has two or more possible routes between two points (PTV 
AG, 2012). 
 
Partial routes can further be divided into two types; static partial routes and 
dynamic partial routes. The route choice method for static partial routes is 
Static and the choice ratio is fixed. For the dynamic partial routes, there are two 
possible route choice methods; Travel Time and Next free counter. If the route 
choice method Travel Time is used, the pedestrians are distributed based on an 
allocation model as well as the average travel time of pedestrians who have 
already travelled the routes. Different allocation models in Viswalk are Best 
Route, Kirchhoff, Logit and Inverse Logit. If the route choice method Next free 
counter is used the pedestrians are distributed based on queue length to the 
desks or counters (PTV AG, 2012). 

2.4 Dynamic Potential 

The dynamic potential in Viswalk is a route-related method to make the main 
routes dynamic and thereby the pedestrians in the model can choose better 
routes. The method cannot handle multiple levels like buildings with several 
floors connected with stairs, in such cases partial routes can be useful. The 
main purpose of the method is that the pedestrians are more interested to 
choose the quickest path instead of the shortest path. When using the dynamic 
potential, the pedestrians in the model choose the path with shortest travel time 
and thereby avoid passages with queues if there is a quicker path. Dynamic 
potential can be seen as a continuous dynamic partial route with the route 
choice method Travel Time (PTV AG, 2012). 
 
When using the dynamic potential in Viswalk, the calculation of the parameter     in the SFM is modified. First, the desired direction for the shortest path      and the quickest path      are calculated. Then,      and      are weighted 
together with the parameter impact which results in    . The vector     is then 
used in equation (4). The calculations of the quickest path are time consuming 
and require high computational capacity. Therefore, the quickest path is 
calculated for all pedestrians with the same intermediate or destination point 
instead of calculating the path for each pedestrian separately (PTV AG, 2012). 
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2.5 Parameters in Viswalk 

In Viswalk, the parameters of the SFM are used to adjust the SFM, described in 
section 2.1, for simulation in Viswalk. In addition to the parameters of the 
SFM, some new parameters have been included in Viswalk to reduce the 
calculations in the model. Different values of the parameters can be set for 
different areas, which allow customized behaviour of the pedestrians at 
complex passages (Kryh, 2013). The parameters of the SFM in Viswalk can be 
divided into two groups; parameters by pedestrian type and global parameters 
(PTV AG, 2012). All parameters are briefly described in the next two sections. 

2.5.1 Parameters by Pedestrian Type 
The parameters by pedestrian type only affect the defined pedestrian type and 
are defined in a behaviour parameter file for each pedestrian type. The 
parameter tau in Viswalk is defined exactly like the parameter   in the SFM by 
Helbing and Molnar (1995), so the parameter constitutes the relaxation time in 
seconds. With tau the desired speed and direction and current speed and 
direction couples to the acceleration. Low value of tau implies high 
acceleration (PTV AG, 2012). 
 
Pedestrians are influenced more by events and objects in their fields of view in 
front of them, than events and objects behind them. In Viswalk, the parameter 
lambda_mean (  ) is used to adjust the weight that defines how the force 
from other persons and objects would affect the pedestrian. This parameter 
corresponds to   in equation (12) in the SFM. Greater value at    implies that 
forces from other persons behind the pedestrian have less influence on the 
pedestrian than forces from other persons in front of the pedestrian (PTV AG, 
2012). 
 
The parameters A_soc_isotropic (  ) and B_soc_isotropic (  ) together with    influence one of the two forces which together form the repulsive force 
between two pedestrians. This part of the repulsive force is calculated 
according to 
                    (17) 

 
where   is the distance between the pedestrians (body surface to body surface) 
and   is the unit vector pointing from one pedestrian to the other (PTV AG, 
2012). The parameter    determines the strength of the force in metres per 
square second. The parameter    represents the body radius of a pedestrian in 
metres. By using       in equation (17), the force is dependent of direction; 
otherwise the force would be completely isotropic (PTV AG, 2014). 
 
The parameter A_soc_mean (  ) decides the strength of the force in metres 
per square second. The parameter B_soc_mean (  ) determines the range of 
the force in metres (PTV AG, 2014). These parameters together with VD, 
given in seconds and corresponds to    in equation (8), influence the other one 
of the two forces that forms the repulsive force according to 
 
                                            (18) 
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In equation (18),    is calculated according to 
 
                                           

 
(19) 

where    is the velocity of the influenced pedestrian and    is the velocity of 
the influencing person. When VD is greater than zero,    is depending on the 
relative velocity between the pedestrians (PTV AG, 2012). Equation (19) 
corresponds to equation (8) in the SFM described in section 2.1. A summation 
of equation (17) and equation (18) form the repulsive potential represented in 
equation (5). 
 
To model randomness in Viswalk the parameter noise is used, which relate to 
the random force that adds to the calculated social force if the pedestrians 
actual walking speed for a certain time is still below its desired speed. For 
example, when it becomes too many pedestrians at a bottleneck so all 
pedestrians stand still, one pedestrian will walk back after a certain time so that 
another pedestrian will pass to avoid a stable condition. This parameter is a part 
of fluctuations in equation (16) in the SFM. Higher value at the parameter 
noise gives stronger random force. The parameter react_to_n is used to 
regulate how many of the other persons (n) in the closest surrounding that 
affect a certain pedestrian, e.g. how many persons that should be included in 
the calculations of the total social force in the SFM (PTV AG, 2012). 
 
In order to control the shape of queues, the parameters queue_order and 
queue_straightness is used. For these parameters, values between 0.0 and 0.1 
can be used and higher values give more organized queues. Another parameter 
that affects the behaviour of the pedestrian is side_preference. This parameter 
defines if the pedestrian prefer to pass the other persons on the right side or left 
side. If the pedestrian prefer the right side the parameter will be set to -1 and if 
the pedestrian prefer the left side the parameter will be set to 1. The parameter 
can also be set to 0 for uncontrolled behaviour (PTV AG, 2012). 

2.5.2 Global Parameters 
The global parameters influence all pedestrian types and are defined in the 
behaviour parameter file. In order to reduce the calculations, the area is divided 
into square cells where the length of the sides in metres is determined by the 
parameter grid_size. A pedestrian is affected by other persons in same or 
adjacent cells. These persons are included in the calculation of the total social 
force. Another grid is the topological grid where the size in metres is defined 
by the parameter routing_large_grid. The topological grid is used to influence 
the amount of memory used, and couples objects to each other without respect 
to distance. The size of the parameter affects the required memory, where the 
default value for 32 bit is 7 and for 64 bit it is 20. In order to reduce the 
required memory, especially at the start-up of the simulation, the parameter 
use_cache would be set to 1. If the parameter is set to 1, the distance between 
the fixed data points is only recalculated when the simulation is re-run if the 
geometry has been changed (PTV AG, 2012). 
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In Viswalk, both the parameter routing_step and the parameter 
routing_accurancy govern the calculations of the distance look-up table (the 
static potential). Higher values give more precise results and it takes more time 
to perform the calculations. According to PTV, reasonably values at 
routing_step are 2, 3, 4 or 5. For the parameter routing_accurancy, values 
between 0.0 and 1.0 can be used. To affect how close to an obstacle a 
pedestrian would walk, the parameter routing_obstacle_dist will be used. This 
parameter affects the calculations of routes by adding an extra distance on cells 
close to obstacles. The parameter routing_obstacle_dist is only considered at 
calculations of the static potential, not at calculations of the dynamic potential 
(PTV AG, 2012). 
 
Another parameter that affects the route choice is routing_cell_size. This 
parameter is used when calculating the distance of the routes. The parameter 
defines the distances between fixed data points, which are used for calculations 
of distances to destination areas. The default value of routing_cell_size is 0.15 
meter and according to PTV AG (2012) the parameter should only be adjusted 
for trouble shooting purpose or when narrow passages, a width equal to or less 
than 50 centimetres, are used (PTV AG, 2012). In order to resist unrealistic 
behaviour of the pedestrians in Viswalk the parameter never_walk_back was 
introduced (Kryh, 2013). If the parameter is set to 1, the pedestrian will stop if 
the difference between the calculated direction of the velocity and the desired 
direction is more than 90 degrees (PTV AG, 2012). 
 
In order to control the calculations of the dynamic potential there are six 
parameters that users can adjust. The parameter dynamic_potential_average_f 
affects the calculation of the dynamic potential. If the parameter is set to 0 the 
calculation is based on the current travel time for the cell and if the parameter 
is set to 1 the calculations is instead based on the average of travel times for 
pedestrians who have crossed the cell. Similar to the parameter 
routing_cell_size for the static potential, the parameter 
dynamic_potential_cell_size defines the size of the cells for dynamic 
potential. The parameter dynamic_potential_g governs the delay for occupied 
cells in relation to when the cell is unoccupied. If the parameter is set to 0 there 
is no delay and if the parameter is set to values greater than 0 a delay is 
calculated. For example for value 1 the delay is the time it takes to walk across 
a cell that is unoccupied, e.g. the total time to walk the cell is double time for 
an occupied cell compared to an unoccupied cell. In order to affect the 
influence of the velocity on the estimated travel time, the parameter 
dynamic_potential_h can be adjusted. If the parameter is set to 1.0, the 
pedestrian that walk at a certain desired speed could affect the dynamic 
potential, which is doubled when the pedestrian is walking in the wrong 
direction or reduced to zero when the pedestrian is walking towards the 
destination. The parameter dynamic_potiential_direction_change_clipping 
allows the user to decide if the angle between the direction of the shortest and 
the fastest route will be restricted to a maximum value. The maximum allowed 
value is calculated for each time step by 
 
                                 (20) 
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where   is defined by the parameter dynamic_potential_direction_change_p. 
This is only calculated and used when the value of the 
dynamic_potiential_direction_change_clipping is set to 1 (PTV AG, 2012). 

2.6 Evaluation of Pedestrian Traffic 

To evaluate pedestrian traffic in Viswalk, there are different evaluations types. 
Data can be presented in separate windows, output files or databases. Some of 
the evaluation types are presented here. One evaluation type is Pedestrian 
travel time measurements which calculate the travel time between a pair of 
pedestrian areas. The user defines origin and destination areas and the time is 
calculated between the arrivals to these areas. Pedestrian travel time 
measurement data can be provided as raw data, compiled data or OD data. 
 
Another evaluation type is Pedestrian area evaluations, where pedestrian data 
is collected from user-defined measurement areas. A list of parameters allows 
the user to specify which data that should be collected. Examples of parameters 
which the user can choose from are walking speed, density and total travelled 
distance on measurement areas. Data can be provided as raw data or compiled 
data. Pedestrian record is also an evaluation type. Data is collected for 
individual pedestrians at every time step and the user specifies which data that 
should be collected from a parameter list. This data can for example be speed 
at the end of a time step, total distance travelled in the network or static routing 
decision number. Data can be saved in an output file and some of the 
parameters can be displayed in a separate window during the simulation (PTV 
AG, 2012). 
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3  Data Collection Techniques 
According to Hoogendorn et al. (2003), high level of detail data, like 
pedestrian trajectories, is required to calibrate microscopic simulation models 
for pedestrian traffic. It is also important to research the macroscopic flow 
characteristics in order to calibrate the models. To observe and collect data of 
pedestrian traffic, more advanced methods and techniques are required 
compared to vehicular traffic. For example pneumatic road tubes, which are 
used for vehicular traffic, are not useful to collect pedestrian traffic data 
(Hoogendoorn, et al., 2003). Instead techniques like video camera, laser 
scanners, infrared sensors or Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers are 
used to collect pedestrian traffic data. These data collection techniques are 
presented in the next sections. 

3.1 Video Cameras 

Hoogendoorn et al. (2003) have performed an experimental research at Delft 
University of Technology to develop a technique to extract microscopic 
pedestrian traffic data from video data. The authors have performed ten 
different experiments including the flow types: uni-directional, bi-directional, 
crossing and bottleneck flows. In all experiments, 60-90 pedestrians 
participated and were divided into eight heterogeneous groups including men 
and women of different ages. The pedestrians were also divided into two main 
groups; pedestrians with green caps which followed specific instructions, e.g. 
walk slowly, and pedestrians with red caps which were told to have their 
ordinary walking behaviour. Bottleneck flows in a hallway of 10 metres   4 
metres and crossing flows in an area of 8 metres   8 metres are two examples 
of the set-up for the experiments (Hoogendoorn, et al., 2003). 
 
In order to collect pedestrian traffic data a digital camera with a wide lens was 
mounted in the ceiling at a height of 10 metres. The resolution of the camera 
that was used was 720   576 pixels. Then, to extract pedestrian traffic data 
from the video data, a six step algorithm approach was used to track the 
pedestrians (Hoogendoorn, et al., 2003): 
 

1. Converting digital video to image sequences and distortion correction. 
The image conversion from digital video occurs at a frequency of 10 
Hz. Changes of the conditions, such as brightness, affect the tracking 
process a lot, therefore the images are normalized by histogram 
matching. 

2. Identification of candidate pedestrians positions using a cluster 
technique. Detections of the individual pedestrians occur in a detection 
zone to get high accuracy. The authors tested several techniques for 
detection. The conclusion was that the algorithm needs to be adaptive to 
handle changes in the shape and colour of the pedestrians and also be 
able to distinguish pedestrians that walk close to each other. 

3. Tracking detected pedestrians. Matching subsequent images by 
minimizing a merit function, for details see Hoogendoorn et al. (2003), 
to identify the location of pedestrians in a sequence of images. 
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4. Mapping image coordinates to real-life coordinates. By using reference 
points the image coordinates can be converted to real-life coordinates. 
In this step also correction of both the rotation of the camera and the 
pin-cushion effect (distortion of the image where the magnification 
becomes greater further away from the centre of the image and the 
image gets a shape like a pin-cushion (Singh, 2010)) are performed. 

5. Filtering the pedestrian trajectories. By using filter the quality of the 
data can be improved and a double checking of the tracking can be 
performed. 

6. Visualization of the trajectories. 
 
By using this algorithm, microscopic pedestrian traffic data can be extracted 
from videos. Hoogendoorn et al. (2003) concluded that the pedestrians can be 
tracked with high accuracy if the pedestrians first are detected in a specific 
zone and that the results can be used to improve the knowledge about the 
pedestrian walking behaviour (Hoogendoorn, et al., 2003). 
 
Johansson (2009) has used both a microscopic and a macroscopic approach to 
extract pedestrian traffic data from videos in order to validate and calibrate a 
microscopic model based on a SFM. Here, focus is only on the microscopic 
approach. For information about the method used for the macroscopic 
approach see Johansson (2009). The videos for the microscopic approach were 
recorded at three different places; the entrance and the exit area of two 
escalators in Budapest, Hungary, free movement in a shopping mall in 
Budapest, Hungary and pedestrian crossing experiment with students in 
Dresden, Germany. In the microscopic approach, the complete trajectories of 
all pedestrians were extracted semi-automatically. The user had to identify all 
pedestrians by clicking on their head once the pedestrians appeared. Then, the 
computer software tracked the pedestrians. If the software failed to track the 
pedestrians correctly, the user could correct the trajectories (Johansson, 2009). 
 
In order to track each head from one frame to another, the pixel values within 
the head radius are compered to find the minimum deviation. Since it is time 
consuming to compare every pixel value in a frame, the comparison was 
limited to only compare pixel values within the maximal distance that a 
pedestrian had time to walk between two frames. After the tracking process, 
two post-process steps were needed. First, a compensation for the distortion 
was accomplished by an algorithm based on bilinear interpolation. Secondly, 
the head position was projected on the ground by a triangle technique and the 
assumption that the height of a pedestrian is 1.7 metres. By mounting the 
camera higher, the projected compensation would be smaller and the distortion 
should decrease. Johansson (2009) stated that the microscopic video tracking 
approach has 100 percent accuracy if the user is careful and there is not an 
extremely high density in the area. This approach is reasonable if not more than 
dozens of pedestrians are in the area simultaneously and the video is short with 
a time scale of minutes (Johansson, 2009). 
 
Tian et al. (2011) performed pedestrian measurements during an experiment 
with a bottleneck. It was conducted outdoor with constructed walls that were 
higher than the pedestrians so that the area resembled a corridor well. The 
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pedestrians that took part of the experiment were students wearing red caps and 
the pedestrians were asked to walk without panic in order to facilitate the 
tracking process. A camera was placed vertically to the ground, at about 15 
metres height. Trajectory data was extracted with an image processing method 
based on a mean-shift algorithm which tracks every pedestrian separately 
(Tian, et al., 2012). The Bhattacharyya coefficient, which is a relation between 
two connected samples, is calculated for one frame and the next (Liu, et al., 
2009). The Bhattacharyya coefficient is compared to a predefined threshold 
and if the coefficient is larger than the threshold, then the pedestrians in both 
frames are assumed to be the same. The pedestrians’ trajectories were recorded 
as values for all iterations. From the trajectory data, the specific flow, density, 
velocity and time headways were calculated. The authors concluded that the 
mean-shift algorithm gave accurate results and was convenient to use (Tian, et 
al., 2012). 
 
Li et al. (2012) performed a study where pedestrian traffic data were collected 
automatically with a cluster technique using histograms. The study was a real-
life experiment performed outdoors at a signal controlled traffic intersection. 
Totally 31 minutes of video were used for the data analysis and during the 
recordings there were high flows due to a nearby special event. Li et al. (2012) 
argue that since the number of automatically recorded pedestrians 
corresponded reasonably well to the manual count, the video tracking was 
reliable. The authors pointed out that there was a difference in walking speed 
for younger and older pedestrians and that the average walking speed of 
pedestrians is also affected by the area type. There were no interaction with the 
pedestrians in the study and therefore the pedestrians were divided into age 
categories by good judgement of the authors. Results from the study show that 
men tend to walk slightly faster than women and that the oldest age group had 
the lowest average walking speed (Li, et al., 2012). 
 
An automatic extraction of pedestrian trajectories from video recordings can be 
provided with the free software PeTrack developed by Boltes et al. (2010). In 
order to have a completely automatic extraction of pedestrian trajectories, the 
pedestrians require to be marked with a special hat. The extraction of 
pedestrian trajectories in PeTrack consists of four main steps (Boltes, et al., 
2010): 
 

1. Calibration. Removal of distortions in the video and conversation from 
pixel coordinates to real world coordinates. 

2. Recognition. The pedestrians are marked with a pasteboard on their 
heads. A special imprint on the pasteboard makes it possible for the 
software to recognize the pedestrians and their height class. In order to 
recognize the pedestrians, the isolines with same brightness are detected 
and then analysis of their shape and colour are performed. 

3. Tracking. To track the pedestrians the movement between frames is 
tracked by calculating the optical flow and using a pyramidal image 
analysis method. 

4. Height detection. By the height of the pedestrians the perspective 
distortion can be corrected. The heights of the pedestrian are gathered 
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from the colour marker on pasteboards, which represent the height 
class, and give accuracy of 5 centimetres. 

 
Boltes et al. (2010) performed several experiments to study the movements of 
pedestrians through corridors and bottlenecks. In the study, the software 
PeTrack was used to extract individual trajectories. The video recordings were 
made with industry cameras mounted at a height of 5.35 metres perpendicular 
to the floor. The cameras had wide lenses, 1024   768 pixels and a frame rate 
of 25 frames per seconds. From the video, velocity, flow, density and 
individual distances data for every time step and position were provided. The 
authors concluded from the experiments that the maximal error for the software 
was 5.1 centimetres when projecting the head position to the ground. This can 
be explained by the difficulty to remove all distortions and the variation of 
pedestrians’ heights. The authors also concluded that PeTrack is reliable for 
analysis of the behaviour and characteristics of pedestrians with high accuracy 
(Boltes, et al., 2010). 
 
Boltes and Seyfried (2013) have developed PeTrack further so the software can 
detect unmarked pedestrians in stereo recordings. From stereo recordings the 
3D position of image coordinates can be received, which makes it possible to 
detect the height of pedestrians without any marker. The detection process of 
unmarked pedestrian utilized the disparity map from the stereo recordings and 
identified the top part of the body (head and shoulders). In order to identify the 
top part of the body, a subtraction of the background was performed. Then, 
isolines with the same distance to the camera were approximated to ellipses. 
The ellipses represented the difference of pedestrians’ height, e.g. one ellipse 
around the shoulders and one ellipse around the head. After that, groups of 
ellipses that met certain conditions were identified as pedestrians. The 
conditions that should be satisfied are (Boltes & Seyfried, 2013): 
 

1. Group of at least four ellipses 
2. The semi-major axis of second ellipse will not be larger than 39 

centimetres in height of the head 
3. The semi-major axis of third ellipse will not be smaller than 15 

centimetres in height of the head 
4. The area of the last ellipse should not be smaller than 500 square 

centimetres in height of the shoulder 
 
Boltes and Seyfried (2013) concluded that this technique was not as smooth as 
the technique for marked pedestrian, but the method could extract pedestrian 
trajectories automatic with only small errors. The authors are further 
developing PeTrack to improve the method (Boltes & Seyfried, 2013). 
 
An automated video analysis system to extract trajectories and other relevant 
parameters, such as speed, size and orientation, has been developed at Lund 
University. The system can be divided into three main parts; video recording, 
video processing and traffic data interpretation. By video recordings from one 
or more cameras mounted in the traffic environment, digital videos were 
received. Then, the digital videos were processed in order to detect road users 
and extract trajectories and other parameters. The technique for the video 
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processing can be chosen after the purpose and the requirements. The system 
includes the following techniques (Laureshyn, 2010): 
 

1. Advanced road user detection: Detection of situations where some 
objects are moving within a certain area and in a certain direction. 

2. Trajectory extraction I: Automated detection and tracking of road users 
to provide trajectories. 

3. Rectification: Transformation from image coordinates to real world 
coordinates by scaling. 

4. Speed estimation: Calculation of speed as a differentiated position. 
5. Trajectory extraction II: Detection and tracking of road users to provide 

trajectories. 
 
Laureshyn (2010) has applied the system developed at Lund University in two 
practical studies. In study I, the technique Advanced road user detection was 
used to detect cyclists that cycled against the traffic on one-way streets in 
Stockholm, Sweden. Videos from 18 sites were analysed. As a comparison the 
cyclists were also counted manually from the videos, resulting in an average 
detection rate of 70 percent for the automated detections. In study II, the 
technique Trajectory extraction I was used as a part of the study to extract 
trajectories for all road users in two different roundabouts with focus on 
cyclists. The results from the automated video analysis were compared to the 
results of manually watching the video, which resulted in detection rate of 
minimum 18 percent and maximum 72 percent (Laureshyn, 2010). 
 
As extra accuracy tests of the different video processing techniques a special 
field study was performed. In an urban intersection four cameras were mounted 
at different angles to the intersection. One of the cameras had a view over the 
whole intersection, while the other cameras focused of some parts of the 
intersection. During the video recording, a car equipped with a speed logger 
and a GPS receiver was driven through the intersection about 20 times. The 
technique Trajectory extraction I was applied for the video recordings from the 
camera which covered the whole intersection. The technique Trajectory 
extraction II was applied for the video recordings from all four cameras. In a 
comparison between the two techniques, the position curve from Trajectory 
extraction II followed the position curve from the GPS receiver better than the 
position curve for Trajectory extraction I (Laureshyn, 2010). 
 
Since the automated video analysis system from Lund University produced 
errors that had to be corrected afterwards, a semi-automated video analysis 
software called T-Analyst was developed. In T-Analyst the road users are 
tracked manually by placing three dimensional boxes, which represent the road 
users, in the video frames. Then, the software calculates the position and speed 
in each frame for each road user (Laureskyn, 2014). 

3.2 Laser Scanners 

Zhao and Shibasaki (2005) have introduced a system for tracking pedestrians 
using multiple laser scanners. The authors indicated that it is difficult to use 
several video cameras, in order to cover a large area, because of the difficulty 
to combine data from different cameras. Using several laser scanners made it 
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possible to track pedestrian in wide and open areas in an easier way. When 
using laser scanners rectangular coordinates in real-life dimension are received, 
i.e. no conversion of coordinates are needed as for video camera methods, 
which is the reason why laser scanners is easier to use in wide and open areas 
(Zhao & Shibasaki, 2005). 
 
In order to track pedestrians with laser scanners, the system by Zhao and 
Shibasaki (2005) used a tracking algorithm that tracks moving feet. To each 
laser scanner a client computer was connected in order to control the scanner. 
The data with moving feet from the laser scanners was sent to a server 
computer through the specific client computer connected to the laser scanner. 
Then, a cluster technique was used to discover foot candidates by integrating 
moving points from different laser scanners that were within a radius less than 
a normal foot, e.g. 15 centimetres. In the next step, the trajectories from 
previous frames were extended and matched with the foot candidates. The 
extension of the trajectories could be divided into two steps. First, two foot 
candidates were grouped to a step candidate that represents a possible 
pedestrian. If two foot candidates were within a distance of a normal step size, 
e.g. 50 centimetres, the two foot candidates were grouped into a step candidate. 
Then, the step candidates were extended to a trajectory of previous frames. In 
subsequent frames, two step candidates will have at least one foot candidate 
that has the same position in both frames. The other foot candidates, which do 
not have same position, from the two step candidates will have a motion vector 
that smoothly changes in successive frames. These two conditions must be 
satisfied in order to extract step candidates to trajectories (Zhao & Shibasaki, 
2005). 
 
Zhao and Shibasaki (2005) have evaluated the system by a real experiment and 
a computer simulation. In the real experiment, three laser scanners placed 
about 20 centimetres above the ground in an exhibition hall were used to cover 
an area of 60 metres   60 metres. The laser scanners had a scanning angle of 
270 degrees, a maximal range of 70 metres with average error of 3 centimetres 
and a frequency of 10 Hz. In the computer simulation, the conditions in the real 
experiment were built up and simulated in order to do a quantitatively 
evaluation of the system performance. As a result of the evaluation, the authors 
concluded that the tracking algorithm cannot track each pedestrian and the 
complete trajectories in high level of density (Zhao & Shibasaki, 2005). Errors 
occurred when pedestrians walked to close to each other, two pedestrian 
crossed each other or pedestrians were temporary blocked (Cui, et al., 2006). 
Nevertheless, the system could effectively examine the flow and pedestrian 
behaviour in open and wide areas (Zhao & Shibasaki, 2005). In order to reduce 
the errors, Cui et al. (2006) improved the system by using filtering techniques. 
The authors claimed that the system became effective, reliable and robust with 
filters (Cui, et al., 2006). 

3.3 Infrared Sensors 

Infrared sensors have been used by Kerridge et al. (2004) to track the 
trajectories of pedestrians. In the research, sensors with 16 16 array of 
detectors that measure the differences of the temperature were used. This 
means that the pedestrians needed to have a different temperature relative to 
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the background temperature in order to be identified. The algorithm for 
tracking pedestrians can be divided into four steps (Kerridge, et al., 2004): 
 

1. Collect data from all sensors to a computer. 
2. Make a data structure for each pedestrian and for each sensor. The data 

structure includes all observed points with x-coordinate, y-coordinate 
and timestamp. 

3. Divide the observed points into two sorted sequences after which side 
the pedestrian enters the observed area; either left or right hand side. 

4. Obtain the trajectories for the pedestrians by matching exit points from 
a sensor with entry points from the next sensor for each pedestrian. 

 
Kerridge et al. (2004) performed four different experiments. All experiments 
were carried out in a corridor with a width of 2.5 metres. Three sensors were 
mounted on the ceiling at a height of 3.25 metres which together covered an 
area of 2.26 metres   8.75 metres. In the experiments, 28 pedestrians 
participated and the pedestrians were divided into two groups, A and B. The 
movements, represented by arrows, that were set up in the experiments are 
illustrated in Table 2. In the experiments the pedestrians were told to walk from 
one side to another and no further instructions were given (Kerridge, et al., 
2004). 
 

Table 2. Movements in the experiments, where * represents an obstruction. 
    

Experiment Left  Right 
1 A 

B 
 

 

2  
B 

 A 
 

3 A 
 

* 
 

B 
4  

 
 

* 
A 
B 

    

Source: (Kerridge, et al., 2007) 
 
From the experiments, the authors concluded that the tracking algorithm 
provided an accurate result at flows without conflicts, but at flows with 
conflicts the algorithm had a lack of accuracy. The errors depended on the 
difficulty to match data from several sensors. More errors would occur if more 
sensors would be used or/and the pedestrians would do more radical moves, 
e.g. U-turn, between two sensors. In order to improve the technique a more 
sophisticated algorithm to match trajectories between two sensors must be 
applied (Kerridge, et al., 2004). Kerridge et al. (2007) improved the technique 
by using a higher frame rate. Instead of 3 frames per second that was used in 
the earlier study, a frame rate of over 30 frames per second was used. This 
resulted in a more accurate extraction of pedestrian trajectories and thereby the 
errors were reduced. Above all, the detection of pedestrians at the edge of the 
field of view of the sensor was improved (Kerridge, et al., 2007). 
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3.4 GPS Receivers 

Another approach to collect data from pedestrians is to use GPS receivers 
together with a triaxial accelerometer which was performed by Ladetto et al 
(2000). When the position of a pedestrian could not be set from the GPS signal, 
dead reckoning was used. However, dead reckoning depends on the stride 
length of pedestrians. A stride is equal to two steps, that is, one step with each 
foot. The distance can easily be calculated if the stride length is constant, but 
since the stride length depends on the slope of the infrastructure and the step 
frequency among other things, it has to be calibrated continuously. The 
position of a pedestrian can be determined by signals from an accelerometer 
which indicate when a step is performed. Ladetto et al (2000) performed a 
study where pedestrians walked a test circuit of 1310 metres twice. Two GPS 
receivers, which measured at 5 Hz, were used to determine the positions of the 
pedestrians. Average values were calculated from the GPS data for walking 
speed, stride frequency, stride length and the slope. These values were 
aggregated over 7 second intervals. As result from several tests, Ladetto et al. 
(2000) found that the difference between the actual and the calculated travelled 
distance was less than 2 percent (Ladetto, et al., 2000). 
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4  Calibration Methods for Social Force Models 
In this chapter, different methods for calibration of SFMs are described. One 
example is the validation and calibration of the SFM in Viswalk that have been 
performed by Kretz et al. (2008) in order to in a realistic and reliable way 
describe the pedestrian flows at bottlenecks in the simulation model. The 
validation and calibration were accomplished by comparing the pedestrian 
flows through bottlenecks with different widths in the simulations with the 
flows in the experiments. Results from previous experiments about how the 
flow depends on the width of the bottleneck, Kretz et al. (2006), Seyfried, et al. 
(2009) and Muir, et al. (1996), were used for the comparisons. In the 
simulation, 600 pedestrians in total walked through bottlenecks with different 
widths, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 100 centimetres, where 100 pedestrians walked 
through each bottleneck. A start set of parameters was used in the simulation. 
For the rest of the parameter sets, only one parameter where changed on the 
basis of the start set. The parameters A_soc_isotropic, B_soc_isotropic, A_soc 
(mean) and n (maximal number of pedestrians) were changed. For each 
parameter set, the simulation was run 10 times (Kretz, et al., 2008). 
 
After the simulations a comparison was made between the experiment and the 
simulation results based on the measurement values: total time, specific flow 
and flow. Total time is the time from the start signal until the last pedestrian 
has walked through the bottleneck (Kretz, et al., 2008). Flow is the number of 
pedestrians that were able to pass the bottleneck in a certain time interval based 
on the total time and the total number of pedestrians that passed. The specific 
flow is the flow per unit-width (Kretz, et al., 2008) (Seyfried, et al., 2009). The 
comparison was made graphically between the different parameter sets, but 
also between the simulations and the experiments. From the comparison Kretz 
et al. (2008) concluded that a minimum occurred for the specific flow in both 
the experiments and the simulations, but in the simulations the minimum 
occurred at smaller widths than for the experiments. A possible cause was that 
the radius of a pedestrian was set too small in the simulations. Another 
conclusion was that small changes of the width of the bottleneck have a large 
impact on both the model and the reality (Kretz, et al., 2008). 
 
Johansson et al. (2007) have introduced a hybrid method to calibrate 
microscopic pedestrian simulation models. The hybrid calibration method uses 
data of pedestrian movements from both microscopic simulations and 
trajectories, where one pedestrian is simulated and the other pedestrians are 
following their trajectories. The method was applied on a SFM, where all 
pedestrians   were simulated with a time period T at 1.5 seconds for several 
different starting times   with a fixed parameter set. Each simulation run 
included the following steps (Johansson, et al., 2007): 
 

1. The starting time is defined and the position    , the velocity     and the 
acceleration     for each pedestrian   is calculated. 

2. The desired speed     is assigned for each pedestrian. 
3. The desired goal point is assigned for each pedestrian. 
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4. The surrounding persons   follow the tracked motion and the trajectory 
of pedestrian   is simulated over a time period   starting at the actual 
location       . 

5. Determine the relative distance error according to 

 

                                                                         (21) 

 
Here, the desired speed is assumed to be the maximal speed during the tracking 
time and the desired goal point is assumed to be to the last point in the 
trajectory. After all simulations an average relative distance error is calculated 
over all pedestrians and starting times. The negative value of the results was 
defined as the fitness of the parameter set, where 0 is the best fitness and 
smaller values define lower fitness. Then, the parameter set with highest fitness 
values was obtained by an evolutionary algorithm to adjust the parameters in 
the model. The parameters A, B and   were adjusted between the different 
parameter sets, where A is the strength of interaction, B is interaction range 
and   corresponds to   in equation (12). By using the fitness value, the authors 
evaluated and compared different types of the SFM (Johansson, et al., 2007). 
 
Johansson and Helbing (2010) have also used the hybrid calibration method to 
investigate the characteristics and dynamics of crowds at low density. Several 
simulations were run and by using a genetic algorithm, the angular-dependent 
and the distance-dependent functions in the SFM were adjusted with respect to 
the reality. From the calibration the authors concluded that a half-circle in front 
of the pedestrian is the best approximation of the angular dependence and an 
exponential decaying function is representing the distance dependence best 
(Johansson & Helbing, 2010). Johansson (2009) has also used the hybrid 
calibration method, but with a different calculation of the fitness value. Instead 
of the relative distance error, Johansson (2009) calculated the squared distance 
error according to 
 
                                          

                                       
            (22) 

 
In equation (22),    is the position,     is the starting time,    is the sampling 
time step and                 . This calculation of the fitness differs in 
three ways from that in Johansson et al. (2007). First, the error is calculated 
over the whole time period instead of once after the simulation. Second, small 
deviations are favoured and large deviations are strongly punished because of 
the squared error. Third, the fitness is the error which means that higher values 
represent lower fitness and 0 is still representing the best fitness. In order to 
obtain the parameter set with lowest fitness value, a genetic algorithm was 
applied. To calibrate different model specifications of the SFM, two different 
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approaches were used; homogeneous population and heterogeneous population. 
In the homogeneous population approach all pedestrians were assumed to have 
same parameter set and in the heterogeneous population approach each 
pedestrian was assumed to have a unique parameter set. For the homogeneous 
approach the fitness values, obtained after a parameter optimization, only have 
small variation between the different model specifications of the SFM. For the 
heterogeneous approach the variation of the fitness value between the different 
model specifications of the SFM is larger than for the homogeneous approach 
(Johansson, 2009). 
 
Zanlungo et al (2011) have studied and calibrated some different versions of 
the SFM. The authors suggested a method, based on genetic algorithms, for 
calibration of collision avoiding models. The desired speed was considered 
specific for each pedestrian and the rest of the parameters were considered to 
be the same for all pedestrians. Two different approaches were used, similar to 
Johansson et al. (2007), the first was simulation of one pedestrian where the 
others moved according to input trajectories and the second was simulation of 
all pedestrians together (Zanlungo, et al., 2011). 
 
The results were evaluated with a fitness function which compares the 
simulated and the experimental trajectories where the initial conditions are the 
same in both cases. The fitness function consists of two parts in order to 
consider the two approaches mentioned above. The fitness function is 
 
              (23) 

 
and the first term of the fitness function is 

 

                              (24) 

 
Here,    is an experimental position from the set of positions          and     is 
a simulated position. The summation is calculated over all pedestrians   and all 
time steps   of the experiment. An initial condition                  was used 
in order to have the same environmental conditions. The term    corresponds 
to the number of points in the data set. Zanlungo et al. (2011) established after 
calibration of the first term that the pedestrians were moving to close to each 
other. Therefore, the second term was introduced to prevent this behaviour of 
the simulated pedestrians. The simulated position      is gathered during 
simulation of all pedestrians simultaneously, together with the condition that 
the pedestrians cannot walk to close to each other. The second term of the 
fitness function is  
 
                                    (25) 
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where   is a constant and   is the total amount of momentum exchanged in all 
collisions. Every calibration test was run 50 times. With the result from the 
calibration, the performance of the different versions of the SFM was evaluated 
(Zanlungo, et al., 2011). 
 
Another calibration study has been performed by Ko et al. (2012). A model 
was constructed which was based on five social forces; inertia, desired 
direction, leader-follower relationship, collision avoidance and random error. 
This model was a discrete difference equation with respect to velocity. Ko et 
al. (2012) used a statistical calibration approach based on maximum likelihood 
estimation. Data was observed trajectories from pedestrians, collected with 
video from a signalized crosswalk. Feasible values of the parameters were 
tested repeatedly in order to obtain the final calibrated model. Observed and 
simulated walking speeds were compared to evaluate the performance of the 
model. The authors established an acceptable compliance between the 
simulated and observed velocities for the calibrated model but pointed out the 
importance of choosing feasible initial values in order to receive a well-
calibrated model (Ko, et al., 2013). 
 
An important idea is that the same calibration settings and results not should be 
used for different locations without consideration of whether it is reasonable. 
This is because the maximum flow and density varies depending on e.g. the 
body size of the pedestrians, the age distribution, cultural habits and whether 
the pedestrians carry luggage or not (Johansson, et al., 2007). 
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5 Data Collection 
This chapter describes the field studies and the data processing. Results from 
the data collection such as observed walking speed distributions, OD-matrix 
and identified pedestrian types are also presented. 

5.1 Field Studies 

The purpose with the field studies was to collect pedestrian traffic data in a 
station environment. A conclusion from the literature survey was that video 
cameras are a common tool used for collecting pedestrian traffic data, see 
section 3.1. An advantage is that video films can be analysed in retrospect both 
manually and automatically. Therefore, the pedestrian traffic data was 
collected by a video camera. Collected video films were later analysed to 
extract walking speeds, pedestrian flow and OD-pairs. During the field studies, 
the surroundings were studied in order to notice special events that could affect 
the behaviour of the pedestrians. Since the purpose of the study is to investigate 
walking speeds in a station environment, Stockholm Central Station was 
visited in order to choose a location for the field studies. Potential locations 
were identified and evaluated based on the following criteria: 
 

1. Possibilities for attachment of the video camera. The video camera 
should be attached perpendicular to the floor in a stable way in order to 
achieve video films of high quality. It is also important for the video 
camera to be attached high enough to cover a sufficiently large area. 

2. Number of origins and destinations. The number of origins and 
destinations should be limited in order to clarify each pedestrian’s 
origin and destination. 

3. Pedestrian composition. The pedestrians walking through the study 
area should be a composition of different types with characteristics that 
easily can be identified from the video films. 

4. Lighting. The lighting of the area should be uniform throughout the area 
in order to facilitate the analysis of the video films. 

 
After consideration, the chosen study area is below the stair between 
Centralhallen and Övre Hallen at Stockholm Central Station and fulfils most of 
the criteria above. See Figure 1 for an overview of the study area. The video 
camera was easily clamped to the hand rail of the stair at the upper landing 
step, which enabled a stable attachment. According to Johansson (2009), the 
video camera should be attached as high as possible in order to decrease the 
distortion in the image. The height of the video camera’s position was 8.25 
metres above the floor which was the highest possible position with a stable 
attachment. This position gave a camera view of about 6 metres   4 metres in 
the video films. Four origins and four destinations were distinguished at the 
study area. This resulted in 16 routes since there were four OD-pairs at the 
study area. The study area is similar to a corridor and therefore two of the 
routes will probably be used more than the others. A number of identifiable 
pedestrian types walked through the study area and therefore the differences 
between the pedestrian types could be studied. The lighting was sufficient to 
record video films which were possible to analyse. 
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Figure 1. Overview of the study area. The circle shows the position where the video 
camera was attached during the field studies. 

 
The study area is inside Centralhallen at Stockholm Central Station, which is 
superintended by Jernhusen. After a meeting with a representative from 
Jernhusen, permission was given for video recordings of the study area at 
chosen times only. The time periods for the field studies were chosen to 
capture different pedestrian flow levels, especially the morning and afternoon 
peak. The video camera that was used for the field studies had a resolution of 
720   480 pixels, which is similar to the resolution in the study by 
Hoogendoorn et al. (2003).  As in the study by Boltes et al. (2010), the video 
films were recorded in 25 frames per second. 
 
As a total, five field studies were performed. The time periods for the field 
studies were chosen to capture both the morning peak between 6 am and 9 am 
and the afternoon peak between 3 pm and 6 pm. Table 3 presents a list of the 
field studies. As an attempt to obtain more data at the high flow level, only one 
field study was performed on 9 May. 
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Table 3. Performed field studies. 
   

Field study Date Time 
1 29 April 2014 6 am – 9 am 
2 29 April 2014 3 pm – 6 pm 
3 6 May 2014 6 am – 9 am 
4 6 May 2014 3 pm – 6 pm 
5 9 May 2014 3 pm – 6 pm 

   

 
Reference points were marked on the floor at the beginning of each field study. 
These were later used to facilitate conversion from image coordinates to real-
life coordinates. The video camera was attached perpendicular to the floor as 
suggested by Tian et al. (2011) and Boltes et al. (2010). The attachment of the 
video camera is shown in Figure 2. 
 

 

Figure 2. The attachment of the video camera. 
 
Some measurements of the layout near the study area were taken and used for 
the model construction in Viswalk. As far as could be observed, no special 
events took place during the first four field studies at the station. During the 
fifth field study, a travel exhibition took place near the study area in 
Centralhallen which could have affected the flow and the walking speeds of the 
pedestrians. 

5.2 Data Processing 

In the field studies, a total of 8 hours and 17 minutes video film, about 1.5-2 
hours per field study, was collected. First, the video films were analysed 
manually by watching the video films and counting the number of pedestrians 
for each OD-pair in one minute intervals. The OD-pairs were analysed 
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according to the four origins and the four destinations specified in Figure 3. By 
summarizing the number of pedestrians for all OD-pairs, the flow in 
pedestrians per minute was calculated for each minute. The percentage for each 
OD-pair over all video films was calculated which gave the OD-matrix in 
Table 4. By watching the video films, the pedestrian types that walked through 
the study area were identified. Then, the pedestrian types that were easy to 
recognise were selected to be analysed further. 
 

 
 
The software that was chosen for the analysis of the video films was T-Analyst. 
As established in the literature survey, T-Analyst enables manual tracking of 
pedestrians from video films. A manual software was chosen since it was 
supposed to have higher accuracy than automatic software that is currently 
available. Another advantage with T-Analyst is that the pedestrians did not 
have to be marked with hats which enable tracking of pedestrians in their 
natural environment. Also, employees at Ramböll had good contact with the 
developer of T-Analyst. 
 
The collected video films were cut into shorter parts of 15 minutes in order to 
have data in manageable size. A conversion from 25 frames per second to 15 
frames per second was also made to decrease the size of data. In order to have 
15 frames per second, data from the times 0.07, 0.13, 0.2 seconds etcetera were 
required. For 25 frames per second, data was available at the times 0.04, 0.08, 
0.12 seconds etcetera. The frame closest in time was used since the times did 
not correspond to each other. This results in a largest time error that is smaller 
than 0.02 seconds. 
 
The flow was analysed by investigating the average flow, minimum flow and 
maximum flow for each 15-minutes video film. From the flow analysis, two 
disjoint flow levels were identified. All video films with pedestrian flows that 
matched one of the disjoint flow levels were used and the remaining video 
films were not used in the following work. The selected 15-minutes video films 
were recorded during the first three field studies. Therefore, no special events 
were assumed to affect the walking speeds of the pedestrians. This resulted in 
nine 15-minutes video films, each of which was inserted in T-Analyst to be 
analysed further. T-Analyst was calibrated using the reference points so the 

A B 

C 

D 

Figure 3. Origins and destinations of the study area. 
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software could convert from image coordinates to real-life coordinates 
properly. After the calibration, it was established that the conversion of the 
height from image coordinates to real coordinates did not work properly. 
Therefore, two dimensional boxes were used to mark pedestrians in the 
software instead of using three dimensional boxes. This change does not affect 
the output data since the positions and the walking speeds are calculated at 
ground level. 
 
The pedestrians were tracked manually one by one in T-Analyst by going 
through the video films and marking the pedestrian’s centre of mass at the 
floor. Rectangular boxes were then created with the centre at the pedestrian’s 
centre of mass. Either the centre of mass was marked when the feet were 
placed together or when the distance between the feet was at the maximum. 
When the feet were placed together, the centre of mass was assumed to be at 
the feet. When the distance between the feet was at the maximum, the centre of 
mass was assumed to be halfway between the feet. The rectangular boxes were 
placed according to the footsteps, which imply that the positions of the 
pedestrians were marked in every fifth to tenth frame. In order to obtain 
positions and instantaneous walking speeds in each frame, the function smooth 
in T-Analyst was used to create a smooth curve between the marked positions. 
The function smooth first performs a linear interpolation and then calculates 
moving averages for all marked and estimated positions. When the moving 
averages are calculated, the walking speeds at three adjacent positions before 
and after are included when calculating the average walking speed at the 
current position. The user interface of T-Analyst is shown in Figure 4. While 
watching the video films frame by frame, the pedestrians were assigned 
different associated pedestrian types. In T-Analyst, the associated pedestrian 
types were assigned to the pedestrian by changing Type which gave the 
pedestrian a three-digit code depending on which pedestrian types that were 
associated with the pedestrian. 
 
Only the pedestrians that walk inside the reference points were tracked. In 
order to track pedestrians, the feet had to be visible. Some of the pedestrians 
could not be tracked because of bags or clothing that hid the feet or because 
they had shoes in the same colour as the floor. Also, pedestrians were not 
tracked when they stood still in order to reject the decrease of the average 
walking speed when a pedestrian is standing still. 
 
A text file with positions and walking speeds in each frame, associated 
pedestrian types, etcetera for each pedestrian was created as output data from 
T-Analyst for each 15-minutes video film. The text files were processed with a 
java program where the average walking speed for each pedestrian was 
calculated as the average over the walking speeds for all positions. The average 
walking speeds were written to a new text file with the associated pedestrian 
types expressed as a three-digit code. Then, the new text files from the java 
program were used as input data to Matlab where the data was analysed 
further. The number of pedestrians for each pedestrian type and for each 15-
minutes video film was calculated. The average walking speeds, henceforth 
called the observed walking speeds, were sorted into different data sets 
depending on the flow level and the pedestrian types. A CDF of the observed 
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walking speeds was created for each data set. For the CDFs that were later used 
in Viswalk, 16-17 evenly distributed points were extracted. In order to make 
the extracted points represent the CDFs in a realistic manner, a few points were 
added where the curve bend. The representations of the CDFs were plotted in 
Matlab, see the plots in Figure 5 and Appendix A – CDFs for Different 
Pedestrian Types. The points for the CDFs were also written in an Excel 
document, one row for each data set, to simplify the insertion into Viswalk as 
desired speed distributions. 
 
The observed walking speed distributions were analysed further in order to 
have more information for comparison between different flow levels and 
pedestrian types. Probability density functions (PDFs) of the observed walking 
speeds were estimated and plotted. To identify differences between different 
pedestrian types and flow levels, confidence intervals at the 95 percent 
significance level were created. The confidence intervals were created for the 
average of all pedestrians’ average walking speeds. The average of all 
pedestrians’ average walking speeds will henceforth be called the average 
observed walking speed. 
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Figure 4. T-Analyst user interface. 
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5.3 Result and Analysis of the Data Collection 

The video films show that the pedestrians did not always walk straight through 
the study area. Perhaps some pedestrians did not know where they were going 
or just walked around to make the time pass by. This could be seen since some 
pedestrians made U-turns, stopped and walked across the study area several 
times. After the analysis of the video films it was established that the 
pedestrians walked according to the OD matrix presented in Table 4, in terms 
of percentage for each route. The majority of the pedestrians walked on one of 
the two routes; A to B or B to A. This is reasonable since the study area is 
similar to a corridor where there are only two routes. About 8 percent of the 
pedestrians walked on other routes, which is a proportion large enough to 
affect the results and all OD-pairs were therefore included in the model. 
 

Table 4. OD-matrix (percent). 
     

            Destination 
Origin 

A B C D 

A 0.18 50.54 0.17 0.91 

B 41.76 0.53 0.13 2.64 

C 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.09 

D 1.31 1.55 0.04 0.08 
     

 
Two disjoint flow levels were identified after the flow analysis for each 15-
minutes video film. These flow levels with associated average, minimum and 
maximum flow are shown in Table 5. The low flow level was identified in the 
mornings and the high flow level was identified in one afternoon. Table 6 
presents date, time and flow level for the data sets that have been used. Each 
data set represents one 15-minutes video film. 
 

Table 5. Flow levels (pedestrians per hour). 
    

Level Average Min Max 

Low flow 960 360 1920 

High flow 2760 1980 3960 
    

 
The pedestrian types that were selected to be analysed further were men, 
women, pedestrians with luggage, pedestrians without luggage, pedestrians 
with mobile phone and pedestrians without mobile phone. The pedestrian types 
were also sorted into three pedestrian classes: Sex, Luggage and Mobile phone 
usage. Every pedestrian was assigned one type from each pedestrian class. To 
identify the sex of the pedestrian, the hair, the clothes and the body structure 
were analysed. There was an even distribution between men and women; 53 
percent men and 47 percent women. A pedestrian with luggage is defined as a 
pedestrian with a cumbersome cargo such as roller bag, large sport bag or baby 
stroller. It was 26 percent pedestrians with luggage and 74 percent pedestrians 
without luggage. In the figures, the pedestrian types pedestrians with luggage 
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and pedestrians without luggage are expressed as Bag and No bag. The 
definition of a pedestrian with mobile phone is a pedestrian that are walking 
and at the same time looking down at the mobile phone. It was 8 percent 
pedestrians with mobile phone and 92 percent pedestrians without mobile 
phone. In the figures, the pedestrian types pedestrians with mobile phone and 
pedestrians without mobile phone are expressed as Phone and No phone. The 
number of pedestrians and the percentage of pedestrian types per data set are 
presented in Table 7. 
 

Table 6. Specification of the data sets. 
    

Data set Date Time Flow level 

1 29 April 7:25-7:40 Low 

2 29 April 7:40-7:55 Low 

3 29 April 7:55-8:10 Low 

4 6 May 7:25-7:40 Low 

5 6 May 7:40-7:55 Low 

6 6 May 7:55-8:10 Low 

7 29 April 16:30-16.45 High 

8 29 April 16:45-17:00 High 

9 29 April 17:00-17:15 High 
    

 
Table 7. Number of pedestrians and percentage of pedestrian types per data set. 

     

Data set Number of  
pedestrians 

Men 
(%) 

Luggage 
(%) 

Mobile phone 
usage (%) 

1 202 52  17 7 

2 193 57 23 5 

3 229 55 22 8 

4 203 49 23 9 

5 234 52 34 12 

6 216 52 23 8 

7 594 52 31 8 

8 601 56 26 7 

9 646 51 28 7 
     

 
The observed walking speed distribution at the low flow level, expressed as a 
CDF, is shown in Figure 5. The stars (*) in Figure 5 represent the points that 
have been inserted in Viswalk as the desired speed distribution. For the CDFs 
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that were used an initial guess of the desired speed distribution for different 
pedestrian types, see Appendix A – CDFs for Different Pedestrian Types. 
 

 
Figure 5. CDF of the observed walking speeds at the low flow level. 

 
In order to make it easier to compare different observed walking speed 
distributions, PDFs and confidence intervals were created. The observed 
walking speed distributions had a shape similar to a normal distribution. In 
Figure 6, observed walking speed distributions expressed as PDFs for the 
different flow levels are shown. As can been seen in the figure, the pedestrians 
tend to walk faster at the low flow level than at the high flow level. This can 
also be seen from the confidence intervals in Figure 7, where the average 
walking speed at the low flow level is 1.33 metres per second and 1.25 metres 
per second at the high flow level. 
 

 
Figure 6. PDFs of the observed walking speeds at different flow levels. 
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Figure 7. Confidence intervals of the average observed walking speeds at different 

flow levels. 
 
The difference between the walking speeds can, in addition to the flow level, 
depend on the time of day that the measurement was performed. Since the two 
flow levels are identified at different times of day, the pedestrian population 
may vary. By studying the confidence intervals of the average observed 
walking speeds at the different flow levels, it was concluded that the walking 
speeds at the different flow levels differ and will be analysed further in 
Viswalk. 
 
In order to decide if there are any differences between the observed walking 
speeds for different pedestrian types in a pedestrian class, PDFs and confidence 
intervals for different pedestrian types were plotted. In Figure 8, the PDFs of 
the observed walking speeds for different sexes at the low flow level are 
shown. 
 

 
Figure 8. PDFs of the observed walking speeds for different sexes at the low flow 

level. 
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The figure shows that the PDFs for the different sexes are almost the same at 
the low flow level. The average walking speed for men was 1.34 metres per 
second and for women it was 1.33 metres per second. By studying the 
confidence intervals of the average observed walking speeds for different sexes 
in Figure 14, it was concluded that it is not a statistically significant difference 
with a significance level at 95 percent between the average walking speeds for 
the different sexes at the low flow level. At the high flow level, the average 
walking speed for men was 1.28 metres per second and for women it was 1.22 
metres per second, which can be seen in Figure 9 and in Figure 15. The 
walking speeds for men and women differed at the high flow level. 
 

 
Figure 9. PDFs of the observed walking speeds for different sexes at the high flow 

level. 

 
By studying the confidence intervals of the observed walking speeds for 
different sexes in Figure 15, it was concluded that it is a statistically significant 
difference with a significance level at 95 percent between the average observed 
walking speeds for the different sexes at the high flow level. On this basis, it 
was decided that the pedestrian types men and women will be analysed further 
in Viswalk. 
 
For pedestrians with luggage and pedestrians without luggage, the PDFs are 
shown in Figure 10 at the low flow level and in Figure 11 at the high flow 
level. Both at the low flow level and high flow level, the observed walking 
speed distribution for pedestrians with luggage differed slightly from the 
observed walking speed distribution for pedestrians without luggage. For 
pedestrians with luggage, the average walking speed at the low flow level was 
1.26 metres per second and 1.19 metres per second at the high flow level. For 
pedestrians without luggage, the average walking speed at the low flow level 
was 1.35 metres per second and 1.27 metres per second at the high flow level. 
It was a statistically significant difference between the average observed 
walking speeds for pedestrians with luggage and pedestrians without luggage 
both at the low and the high flow level with a significance level at 95 percent. 
This has been concluded by studying the confidence intervals in Figure 14 and 
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Figure 15. These two pedestrian types were further analysed in Viswalk since it 
was a difference between the average walking speeds of the two pedestrian 
types. 
 

 
Figure 10. PDFs of the observed walking speeds for pedestrians with luggage (Bag) 

and without luggage (No bag) at the low flow level. 

 

 
Figure 11. PDFs of the observed walking speeds for pedestrians with luggage (Bag) 

and without luggage (No bag) at the high flow level. 
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average observed walking speeds for pedestrians with and without mobile 
phone in Figure 14, it was concluded that it was a statistically significant 
difference with a significance level at 95 percent between the average observed 
walking speeds for pedestrians with and without mobile phone at the low flow 
level. Pedestrians with mobile phone walk slower than pedestrians without 
mobile phone at the low flow level. 

 
Figure 12. PDFs of the observed walking speeds for pedestrians with mobile phone 

(Phone) and without mobile phone (No phone) at the low flow level. 
 

A comparison between pedestrians with mobile phone and pedestrians without 
mobile phone at the high flow level was also performed, see Figure 13 and 
Figure 15. The observed walking speed distribution for pedestrians with mobile 
phone differed from the observed walking speed distribution for pedestrians 
without mobile phone. For pedestrians with mobile phone the average walking 
speed was 1.16 metres per second and for pedestrians without mobile phone 
the average walking speed was 1.26 metres per second, which is a statistically 
significant difference at a significance level at 95 percent. On this basis, it was 
decided that these two pedestrian types will be analysed further in Viswalk. 

 
Figure 13. PDFs of the observed walking speeds for pedestrians with mobile phone 

(Phone) and without mobile phone (No phone) at the high flow level. 
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Figure 14. Confidence intervals of the average observed walking speeds for different 

pedestrian types at the low flow level. 

 

 
Figure 15. Confidence intervals of the average observed walking speeds for different 

pedestrian types at the high flow level.  
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6 Simulations 
Simulations in Viswalk were performed to investigate how variations of the 
desired speed distribution impact the model with respect to the average 
simulated walking speed. Investigations at different flow levels and of the 
usage of different pedestrian types were also performed by simulations. 
Additional simulations have been performed including a sensitivity analysis in 
order to investigate how sensitive the average simulated walking speed is for 
adjustments of certain parameters of the SFM. This chapter describes the 
construction of the model, the speed calibration, the analysis of pedestrian 
types and a parameter sensitivity analysis. Results from the simulations are also 
presented. 

6.1 Model Construction 

The simulation model was constructed from scratch in Viswalk with 
measurements of the layout collected at the field studies. The study area, area 
12 in Figure 16, was the centre of the model and four origins and four 
destinations were placed next to the study area, in the left, right, upper and 
lower parts of the area. An OD-matrix was used for pedestrian flow and route 
input. Only static routes were used in the model and pedestrians were 
distributed on the different routes according to the OD-matrix in Table 4. A 
measurement area was placed at the study area. This area recorded data for all 
pedestrians that walked across the study area and saved the information in 
separate output files for each simulation run, see Pedestrian area evaluations 
in section 2.6. The walking speeds in Viswalk are specified in kilometres per 
hour. Apparently there was a limit for the desired speed distributions for 
pedestrians because walking speeds higher than 11 kilometres per hour were 
not allowed. Therefore, the desired speed distributions that exceeded 11 
kilometres per hour were limited to 10.9 kilometres per hour when used in 
Viswalk. 
 
In the first scenario, the observed walking speed distribution at the low flow, 
Figure 5, was used as input for the desired speed since the actual walking 
speeds should be closer to their desired speeds at low flow levels than at high 
flow levels. There were 50 percent with the shape of men and 50 percent with 
the shape of women of the pedestrians in the scenario. Both shapes were used 
since men and women have different distributions of length, width and height 
in the model and this may possibly affect the walking speeds. The default 
parameter values were used and the flow was at the low level. Since the 
pedestrians are created at random places at the origins, they might be created in 
the wrong direction. With this configuration, where the origins and destinations 
were next to the study area, the pedestrians did not have enough time to turn 
around and start accelerate towards their desired speed before they entered the 
study area. Therefore, the origins and the destinations were placed at a distance 
from the study area and the model area was extended. 
 
The model was verified by observing the animated output, compared to the 
field studies a few too many of the pedestrians walked to close to the edges of 
the study area. Therefore the origins and destinations were narrowed to be 
smaller than the study area. Another unrealistic behaviour was that most of the 
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pedestrians walked horizontally across the study area. In order to make the 
pedestrians in the model walk more like the observations in the video films, the 
destinations to the left and right were separated into three smaller destinations. 
Then the routes that ended at the left or right destinations had to be remodelled. 
A new area was also created in the middle of the study area in order to control 
the movements of the pedestrians. Pedestrians from the upper origin, area 7 in 
Figure 16, were assigned to the lower destinations to the left and right, area 3 
and 6. Similarly for the pedestrians from the lower origin, area 8, which were 
assigned to the upper destinations to the left and right, area 1 and 4. These 
pedestrians were also assigned an intermediate point, area 11. Pedestrians from 
the left and right origins, area 9 and 10, which walk across the study area, were 
divided equally on the three destinations to the left and right, areas 1-3 and 4-6. 
 
The pedestrians from the left origin, area 10, which made a U-turn were 
assigned to the middle destination on the left side of the model, area 5, and the 
pedestrians from the right origin, area 9, that made a U-turn were assigned to 
the middle destination on the right side of the model, area 2. All pedestrians 
that made U-turns were assigned area 11 as an intermediate point. With 
narrowed origins and destinations and area 11 as an intermediate point, the 
behaviour of the pedestrians in the model was more realistic. The layout 
changes made pedestrians walk more clearly inside the study area and made 
turning pedestrians avoid very sharp turns. Figure 16 shows an overview of the 
final model layout. Table 8 presents a list of the areas in the model. 
 

 
Figure 16. Overview of the model area. 

 
Table 8. The areas in the model as well as the function of the areas. 

  

Area number Function 
1 Destination 
2 Destination 
3 Destination 
4 Destination 
5 Destination 
6 Destination 
7 Origin and Destination 
8 Origin and Destination 
9 Origin 
10 Origin 
11 Intermediate area 
12 Study area 
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While watching the simulation it was established that the pedestrians were 
walking to close to each other and they also walked into each other too often 
compared to the video films. Since this behaviour may possibly create more 
problems when the flow is higher, the model construction was continued with 
the high flow level instead. A minor calibration of the simulation model was 
performed in order to make the simulation animation look more like the 
observations from the video films. This was verified by counting the number of 
times that the pedestrians walked into each other. During the calibration 
process, all pedestrians were simulated simultaneously and one parameter was 
adjusted at a time according to the simpler calibration method from the 
literature survey, see chapter 4. Some parameters that affect the behaviour of 
pedestrians were adjusted in this calibration process. 
 
The first parameter to be adjusted was tau, from the default parameter value 
0.4 seconds. Different values were tested, both lower and higher than the 
default value. Higher values of tau reduce the pedestrians’ acceleration 
towards their desired speed and the new value of tau was set to 0.6 seconds. 
The parameter VD was also adjusted, higher values make pedestrians who 
walk towards each other evade earlier. The default parameter value was 3 
seconds and the new value of VD was set to 6 seconds after different 
adjustments. Other parameters whose values were investigated were 
react_to_n, grid_size and B_soc_isotropic since these parameters possibly 
affect how close to each other the pedestrians walk. After several adjustments 
of these parameters, the conclusion was that the default values were reasonable 
to use. With adjustments of tau and VD, the number of times that the 
pedestrians walked into each other were reduced to half the number compared 
to the model without parameter adjustments. The pedestrian behaviour in the 
animation was also more like the behaviour in the video films. The parameter 
adjustments were therefore reasonable at the high flow level and the calibration 
process was finalized. These parameter settings were also used at the low flow 
level and the pedestrian behaviour in the animation was acceptable in 
comparison to the video films from the field studies and therefore the 
parameter values were reasonable at the low flow level as well. The performed 
scenarios for the initial calibration are presented in Table 9. 
 

Table 9. Scenarios for the initial calibration. 
    

Scenario Flow level Type Desired speed  
1 High Original Observed walking speeds at low flow 

 
2 Low Original Observed walking speeds at low flow 

 
3 High Calibrated Observed walking speeds at low flow 

 
4 Low Calibrated Observed walking speeds at low flow 
    

 
Differences in the output data were analysed by confidence intervals at a 
significance level of 95 percent. The confidence intervals were created for the 
average of all pedestrians’ average walking speeds. The average of all 
pedestrians’ average walking speeds will henceforth be called the average 
simulated walking speed. A test was therefore performed in order to find out 
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how many replications that should be run. In this thesis, the confidence 
intervals of the average simulated walking speed were chosen to be half the 
size of the confidence interval of the average observed walking speed. Then the 
uncertainty for the model is distinctly smaller than the uncertainty for the 
observations. Simulations with increasing number of replications were run and 
20 replications were sufficient for the confidence intervals of the model to be 
small enough for the specified requirement. Each replication was 16 minutes 
long, including 1 minute warm-up time. 

6.2 Speed Calibration and Validation 

When the initial settings were finalized, a calibration process of the desired 
speed was performed in order to find the correct input for the desired speed 
distribution. The observed walking speed distribution at the low flow level was 
used as an initial guess of the desired speed. This means that the assumption 
that the shape of the desired speed distribution is the same as the shape of the 
observed walking speed distribution at the low flow level was made. During 
the speed calibration, the desired speed distribution was moved by adjusting 
the average of the desired speed while the shape of the desired speed 
distribution was kept constant. For example, if the average of the desired speed 
is increased, the entire CDF is moved to the right. The average of the desired 
speed distribution was adjusted until the model produced an average simulated 
walking speed which corresponded to the average observed walking speed. 
This was performed with the low flow level in the model. A minor sensitivity 
analysis was also performed for variations of the desired speed distribution. 
Since the result showed a lower average simulated walking speed than the 
average observed walking speed, the desired speed distribution was only 
increased and not decreased. The desired speed distribution was increased step 
by step in order to see the effect on the simulated walking speeds. The 
scenarios for the speed calibration at the low flow level are presented in Table 
10. 
 

Table 10. Scenarios for the speed calibration at the low flow level. 
   

Scenario Flow level Desired speed  
5 Low Observed walking speeds at low 

flow with 1 % increase 
 

6 Low Observed walking speeds at low 
flow with 2 % increase 
 

7 Low Observed walking speeds at low 
flow with 2.5 % increase 
 

8 Low Observed walking speeds at low 
flow with 3 % increase 
 

9 Low Observed walking speeds at low 
flow with 4 % increase 
 

10 Low Observed walking speeds at low 
flow with 5 % increase 
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The optimal desired speed distribution at the low flow level was then inserted 
in a scenario with the high flow level in order to examine if the same desired 
speed distribution could be used at both flow levels. Furthermore, a minor 
sensitivity analysis of adjustments of the average of the desired speed was 
performed for the high flow level as well. This time the desired speed 
distribution was decreased step by step since the average observed walking 
speed was lower than the average simulated walking speed. The optimal 
desired speed distribution at the high flow level was also identified during the 
sensitivity analysis. Table 11 presents the scenarios for the speed calibration at 
the high flow level. The result from the speed calibration and flow level 
investigation is presented in section 6.5. 
 

Table 11. Scenarios for the speed calibration at the high flow level. 
   

Scenario Flow level Desired speed  
11 High Observed walking speeds at low 

flow with 2.5 % increase 
 

12 High Observed walking speeds at low 
flow with 2 % increase 
 

13 High Observed walking speeds at low 
flow with 1 % increase 
 

14 High Observed walking speeds at low 
flow with 1 % decrease 
 

15 High Observed walking speeds at low 
flow with 2 % decrease 

   

6.3 Different Pedestrian Types 

It is important to investigate if there are differences in walking speeds between 
different pedestrian types in order to find out if the result can be improved by 
using different desired speed distributions for different pedestrian types. In 
order to investigate this, different pedestrian types were identified from the 
video films. Only two pedestrian types were investigated at a time. 
Combinations of the different pedestrian types were not investigated. The first 
pedestrian types to be investigated were men and women. Scenario 16 was 
created at the low flow level with the pedestrian types: men and women. There 
were 53 percent men and 47 percent women in this scenario. The pedestrian 
types were assigned different desired speeds, which were the observed walking 
speed distributions for men and women, specified in Appendix A – CDFs for 
Different Pedestrian Types. In this scenario the pedestrian classes Luggage and 
Mobile phone usage were not included. 
 
The observed walking speed distributions were used as an initial input of the 
desired speeds for men and women. The average of the desired speed 
distributions were shifted so the model produced an average simulated walking 
speed that accorded with the average observed walking speed. This was done 
by comparing the average simulated walking speeds with the average observed 
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walking speeds separately for the two pedestrian types. Through comparison of 
the pedestrian types individually, it was easier to identify the changes that had 
to be performed for each pedestrian type. When the walking speed distributions 
for each pedestrian type correlated well, the total average simulated walking 
speed was compared to the average observed walking speed at the low flow 
level. A scenario was also created at the high flow level with the adjusted 
desired speed distributions in order to see possible differences between the 
flow levels. The average simulated walking speed from this scenario was 
compared to the average observed walking speed from the data collection. See 
all performed scenarios for the pedestrian types men and women in Table 12. 
 

Table 12. Scenarios for the pedestrian types men and women. 
   

Scenario Flow level Desired speed  
16 Low Observed walking speeds at low flow 

divided by sex 
 

17 Low Observed walking speeds at low flow 
divided by sex with 2 % increase for men 
and 2.3 % increase for women 
 

18 High Observed walking speeds at low flow 
divided by sex with 2 % increase for men 
and 2.3 % increase for women  

   

 
The next pedestrian types to be investigated were pedestrians with luggage and 
pedestrians without luggage. Here, the pedestrian classes Sex and Mobile 
phone usage were not included. Different desired speed distributions were used 
for the two pedestrian types, see Appendix A – CDFs for Different Pedestrian 
Types for the desired speed distributions. Again, these walking speed 
distributions were only initial inputs of the desired speeds for pedestrians with 
luggage and pedestrians without luggage. The shape of the distributions was 
kept constant but the average was shifted until the average simulated walking 
speed was similar to the average observed walking speed. The same approach 
as above was used here too. As specified in the data collection, there were 26 
percent pedestrians with luggage and 74 percent pedestrians without luggage. 
50 percent of the pedestrians in each pedestrian type had the shape of men and 
50 percent had the shape of women in order to include different sizes of the 
pedestrians. Finally, the optimal desired speed distributions for pedestrians 
with luggage and pedestrians without luggage were also inserted in a scenario 
with the high flow level, scenario 21. The performed scenarios for the 
pedestrian types pedestrians with luggage and pedestrians without luggage are 
presented in Table 13.   
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Table 13. Scenarios for the pedestrian types bag and no bag. 
   

Scenario Flow level Desired speed  
19 Low Observed walking speeds at low flow 

divided by luggage 
 

20 Low Observed walking speeds at low flow 
divided by luggage with 2.1 % increase 
for bag and 2.5 % increase for no bag 
 

21 High Observed walking speeds at low flow 
divided by luggage with 2.1 % increase 
for bag and 2.5 % increase for no bag 

   

 
The final pedestrian types to be investigated were pedestrians with mobile 
phone and pedestrians without mobile phone. These types were created in 
scenario 22, 8 percent pedestrians with mobile phone and 92 percent 
pedestrians without mobile phone. The pedestrian types were assigned the 
observed walking speed distributions for pedestrians with mobile phone and 
pedestrians without mobile phone, see Appendix A – CDFs for Different 
Pedestrian Types. The shapes of the pedestrians for each pedestrian type were 
once again 50 percent men and 50 percent women. The average of the desired 
speed distributions was shifted, in the same way as above, until the average 
simulated walking speed was similar to the average observed walking speed. 
Then, the optimal desired speed distributions were used in scenario 24 with the 
high flow level. Table 14 present all performed scenarios for the pedestrian 
types pedestrians with mobile phone and pedestrians without mobile phone. 
The pedestrian classes Sex and Luggage were not included in the investigation. 
 

Table 14. Scenarios for the pedestrian types phone and no phone. 
   

Scenario Flow level Desired speed  
22 Low Observed walking speeds at low flow divided 

by mobile phone usage 
 

23 Low Observed walking speeds at low flow divided 
by mobile phone usage with 3 % increase for 
phone and 2.5 % increase for no phone 
 

24 High Observed walking speeds at low flow divided 
by mobile phone usage with 3 % increase for 
phone and 2.5 % increase for no phone 

   

6.4 Sensitivity Analysis 

A sensitivity analysis has been performed in order to investigate how sensitive 
the simulated walking speeds are for adjustments of certain parameters of the 
SFM. This is interesting in order to know the reliability of the result. The result 
of the sensitivity analysis can also be used to recommend parameters to adjust 
in future work. The investigated parameters are: tau, A_soc_isotropic, 
B_soc_isotropic, A_soc_mean, B_soc_mean and VD. These parameters may 
affect the simulated walking speeds of the pedestrians in the model and were 
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therefore chosen. Small adjustments were performed repeatedly in an attempt 
to find critical values of the parameters, and only one parameter was adjusted 
at a time. The starting point for the sensitivity analysis was scenario 15, with 
the optimal desired speed distribution at the high flow level from the speed 
calibration. Both lower and higher values of the parameters were investigated 
in order to identify critical values with large impact of the simulated walking 
speeds of the pedestrians in the model. Since the effect of VD is affected by the 
parameter grid_size, a sensitivity analysis of VD was performed with a higher 
value at grid_size as well. The result from the sensitivity analysis is presented 
in the following section. 
 
For each parameter, different adjustments have been performed. The parameter 
values have been investigated around the chosen values used for the speed 
calibration and the pedestrian type investigation. Values further away have also 
been investigated in order to find out if the same trend for the average 
simulated walking speed could be seen. The parameter values for each 
adjustment are seen in Table 15. 
 

Table 15. Scenarios for the sensitivity analysis. 
   

Scenario range  Adjusted parameter Value range  
25-32 tau 0.06-1 s 

33-41 A_soc_isotropic  1.0-2.2 m/s2 

42-48 B_soc_isotropic  0.10-0.30 m 

49-57 A_soc_mean  0.1-0.9 m/s2 

58-65 B_soc_mean 2.0-4.0 m 

66-72 VD 3-9 s 

73-79 VD, grid_size 3-9 s, 7 m 
   

 

6.5 Result from the Simulations 

The average of the desired speed distribution has been adjusted and a minor 
sensitivity analysis of the desired speed with respect to the average simulated 
walking speed was performed at the low flow level. The result in form of 
confidence intervals of the average simulated walking speeds at the low flow 
level can be seen in Figure 17. The result shows that the optimal desired speed 
at the low flow level is an increase of the average observed walking speed at 
the low flow level with 2.5 percent. For the high flow level, the confidence 
intervals of the average simulated walking speeds from the sensitivity analysis 
of the desired speed are presented in Figure 18. The model produced simulated 
walking speeds that were too high and therefore the average desired speed was 
decreased. The optimal value for the desired speed distribution at the high flow 
level is a 2 percent decrease of the average observed walking speed at the low 
flow level. The result shows that the same desired speed distribution cannot be 
used at both the low and the high flow levels. 
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Figure 17. Confidence intervals at the low flow level of the average observed walking 
speed (Observed) and the average simulated walking speeds from the scenarios with 

percentage increase of the average desired speed distribution (4-10). 
 

 
Figure 18. Confidence intervals at the high flow level of the average observed walking 
speed (Observed) and the average simulated walking speeds from the scenarios with 

percentage increase of the average desired speed (3, 11-15). 
 
In order to compare the simulated walking speed distribution with the observed 
walking speed distribution, PDFs of the walking speeds were plotted. In Figure 
19, the PDFs at the low flow level are shown and in Figure 20 the PDFs at the 
high flow level are shown. 
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Figure 19. PDFs of the observed walking speeds and the simulated walking speeds at 

the low flow level. 

 

 
Figure 20. PDFs of the observed walking speeds and the simulated walking speeds at 

the high flow level. 

 
In Figure 21, confidence intervals of the average walking speeds for different 
pedestrian classes at the low flow level are presented. Scenario 4 in Figure 21 
is the average simulated walking speed when all pedestrian types are assigned 
the same desired speed distribution. Confidence intervals of the average 
walking speed when pedestrians are divided into types according to sex, 
luggage and mobile phone usage is also shown in Figure 21. The result shows 
that there are no statistically significant differences in the average simulated 
walking speed between the scenarios at the low flow level. Therefore, the 
adjustments of the average desired speeds in each scenario are reasonable. 
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Figure 21. Confidence intervals at the low flow level of the average observed walking 

speed (Observed) and the average simulated walking speeds from the scenarios: 
original model (4), divided by sex (17), divided by luggage (20) and divided by phone 

usage (23) 

 
The confidence intervals of the average walking speed for different pedestrian 
classes at the high flow level are presented in Figure 22. The result shows no 
statistically significant differences of the average simulated walking speed 
between dividing pedestrians into different types according to sex or luggage. 
When the pedestrians are divided according to mobile phone usage, the model 
produces a statistically lower average simulated walking speed compared to 
dividing pedestrians according to sex or luggage. The result also shows that 
none of the tested desired speed distributions could be used at both the low 
flow level and the high flow level with the current parameter configuration. 
 

 
Figure 22. Confidence intervals at the high flow level of the average observed walking 

speed (Observed) and the average simulated walking speeds from the scenarios: 
original model (3), divided by sex (18), divided by luggage (21) and divided by phone 

usage (24). 
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The result from parameter adjustments of tau is presented in Figure 23. It can 
be seen that higher values of tau decreases the average simulated walking 
speed. The average of the walking speed varied between 1.22 and 1.29 metres 
per second for the investigated parameter values of tau. 
 

 
Figure 23. Confidence intervals of the average simulated walking speed at different 
values of the parameter tau. The parameter value from the initial calibration of the 

model is marked with a dot. 

 
The result from adjustments of the parameter A_soc_isotropic is presented in 
Figure 24. A_soc_isotropic does not have a great impact of the average 
simulated walking speed but higher values of the parameter gives a slightly 
lower average walking speed for the pedestrians. The average walking speed 
for the investigated parameter values varies between 1.23 and 1.26 metres per 
second. 
 

 
Figure 24. Confidence intervals of the average simulated walking speed at different 

values of the parameter A_soc_isotropic. The default parameter value is marked with 
a dot. 
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Figure 25 shows confidence intervals of the average walking speed with the 
adjustments of the parameter B_soc_isotropic. The result shows that increased 
values of the parameter produce a lower average simulated walking speed. The 
average walking speed varies between 1.22 and 1.26 metres per second for the 
adjustments of B_soc_isotropic. 

 
Figure 25. Confidence intervals of the average simulated walking speed at different 

values of the parameter B_soc_isotropic. The default parameter value is marked with 
a dot. 

 
In Figure 26, confidence intervals of the average walking speed from the 
parameter adjustments of A_soc_mean can be seen. Higher values of 
A_soc_mean produce a higher value of the average simulated walking speed. 
The average simulated walking speed is more sensitive for adjustments of low 
values of the parameter A_soc_mean compared to adjustments of higher 
values of A_soc_mean. The average walking speed varies between 1.22 and 
1.26 metres per second for the investigated values. 

 
Figure 26. Confidence intervals of the average simulated walking speed at different 
values of the parameter A_soc_mean. The default parameter value is marked with a 

dot. 
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Confidence intervals of the average walking speed for the adjustments of the 
parameter B_soc_mean are shown in Figure 27. The result shows that 
adjustments of the parameter B_soc_mean do not affect the average simulated 
walking speed. No statistically significant differences can be seen with a 
significance level at 95 percent. The average walking speed differed between 
1.24 and 1.25 metres per second for the investigated values of B_soc_mean. 

 
Figure 27. Confidence intervals of the average simulated walking speed at different 
values of the parameter B_soc_mean. The default parameter value is marked with a 

dot. 

In Figure 28, confidence intervals of the average walking speed from parameter 
adjustments of VD are presented. Increased values of VD produce a higher 
value of the average simulated walking speed. The investigated parameter 
values produce an average walking speed between 1.23 and 1.25 metres per 
second. Figure 29 also shows confidence intervals from parameter adjustments 
of VD, where grid_size is changed from 5 to 7 metres. The average walking 
speed differed between 1.22 and 1.25 metres per second. 

 
Figure 28. Confidence intervals of the average simulated walking speed at different 
values of the parameter VD with grid_size at 5 m. The parameter value from the 

initial calibration of the model is marked with a dot. 
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Figure 29. Confidence intervals of the average simulated walking speed at different 
values of the parameter VD with grid_size at 7 m. The parameter value from the 

initial calibration of the model is marked with a dot. 

6.6 Analysis of the Simulation Result 
The sensitivity analysis of the desired speed, Figure 17 and Figure 18, shows 
indications of a directly proportional relationship between the average desired 
speed and the average simulated walking speed. For example, a 2 percent 
increase of the average desired speed results in a 2 percent increase of the 
average simulated walking speed. The simulated walking speeds are lower than 
the desired speeds. This was expected since the desired speed is the walking 
speed that the pedestrians want to keep but it may not be possible to keep 
because of interactions between the pedestrians. The result seen in Figure 17 
and Figure 18 also shows that none of the tested desired speed distributions 
could be used at both the low flow level and the high flow level with the 
current parameter configuration. The error between the average observed 
walking speed and the average simulated walking speed is 4.5 percent when 
the optimal desired speed distribution at the low flow level is used for the high 
flow level. The walking speeds probably depend on more than just the flow 
level. At different times of day, various pedestrian types passed through the 
study area. The pedestrians may also be more or less stressed depending on 
what time or day it is. 
 
In Figure 19, the distributions of the observed walking speeds and the 
simulated walking speeds at the low flow level have nearly the same shape. In 
contrast to the walking speed distributions at low flow level, the distributions 
of the observed walking speeds and the simulated walking speeds at the high 
flow level have different shapes. The simulated walking speed distribution at 
the high flow level have the shape like the observed walking speed distribution 
at the low flow level, which has the same shape as the desired speed 
distribution that was used as input to the model. This indicates that the model 
produce simulated walking speed distributions with the same shape as the 
desired speed distribution. Also, it indicates that the model does not account for 
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interactions between pedestrians good enough to use same desired speed 
distribution at both flow levels. 
 
The confidence intervals of the average walking speed for different pedestrian 
classes at the high flow level are presented in Figure 22. The model produces 
similar walking speeds when using the same desired speed distribution for all 
pedestrians or when dividing the pedestrians according to Sex or Luggage and 
different desired speed distributions are used for different pedestrian types. The 
result shows a statistically lower average simulated walking speed when the 
pedestrians are divided according to Mobile phone usage and are assigned 
different desired speed distributions. However, the extra workload required for 
data collection is probably not compensated by more realistic simulated 
walking speeds. The errors between the average of the observed and the 
simulated walking speeds are 4.1, 3.9 and 2.3 percent when dividing according 
to Sex, Luggage or Mobile phone usage when the optimal desired speed 
distributions at the low flow level are used for the high flow level. By dividing 
the pedestrians according to Mobile phone usage, the error is reduced to almost 
half the size of the error when the pedestrians are not divided by pedestrian 
types. The result from the pedestrian type investigation also shows that none of 
the tested desired speed distributions could be used at both the low flow level 
and the high flow level with the current parameter configuration. 
 
The sensitivity analysis of tau shows that the parameter has a statistical impact 
of the average simulated walking speed and higher values of tau produce a 
lower average simulated walking speed as can be seen in Figure 23. Higher 
values of tau reduce the pedestrians’ acceleration towards the desired speed. It 
is therefore reasonable that the walking speeds are decreased when tau is 
increased. The relationship between the average simulated walking speed and 
values of tau is close to linear except from for values close to the defined 
minimum value. For small values of tau, the average simulated walking speed 
is a bit more sensitive for adjustments of the parameter. 
 
The result from the adjustments of A_soc_isotropic shows that the average 
simulated walking speed is not that sensitive for adjustments of this parameter. 
The strength of the repulsive force    between pedestrians is determined by 
A_soc_isotropic. Higher values of A_soc_isotropic correspond to stronger    
and as can be seen in Figure 24, the average simulated walking speed 
decreases. The relationship between A_soc_isotropic and the average 
simulated walking speed is close to linear for the investigated parameter 
values. No statistically significant differences can be seen on the average 
simulated walking speed for the parameter values close to the default value, 
which has been used for the simulations. 
 
The sensitivity analysis of B_soc_isotropic shows that higher values of the 
parameter correspond to a lower average simulated walking speed, see Figure 
25. The value of the parameter B_soc_isotropic should be similar to the size of 
the body radius of a pedestrian in metres. When B_soc_isotropic is increased, 
the sizes of the pedestrians are increased and they have to slow down to avoid 
bumping into each other. The relationship between the average simulated 
walking speed and the parameter value is close to linear for values close to the 
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default parameter value. For small values, the parameter has less impact on the 
simulated walking speed compared to high values. 
 
In Figure 26, the result from the sensitivity analysis of A_soc_mean is 
presented. The parameter A_soc_mean controls the strength of the force    
and higher parameter values imply a stronger force. Higher values of 
A_soc_mean correspond to a higher simulated walking speed. An increase of 
A_soc_isotropic or A_soc_mean both result in a stronger total social force but 
affect the average simulated walking speed differently. This is probably 
because    takes the relative velocity between a pedestrian and a person into 
account, while    does not. When the relative velocity is taken into account, 
the pedestrian begins to evade earlier and sudden breaking is avoided, resulting 
in an increased average simulated walking speed. The average simulated 
walking speed is sensitive for adjustments of A_soc_mean for parameter 
values lower than the default value. For higher values of the parameter, the 
average simulated walking speed is not that sensitive for adjustments. For 
values of A_soc_mean between 0.6 and 0.9 metres per square second, no 
statistically significant differences can be seen on the average simulated 
walking speed and these adjustments do not affect the walking speeds. 
 
The sensitivity analysis of B_soc_mean shows that adjustments of the 
parameter do not have any statistical influence on the average simulated 
walking speed, see Figure 27. B_soc_mean represents the range of the social 
force, i.e. the distance that pedestrians are affected by social forces. This effect 
seems to not influence the average simulated walking speed and one reason 
could be that B_soc_mean does not impact    in equation (18) so much. 
B_soc_mean is limited by the parameter grid_size, therefore B_soc_mean has 
to be less or equal to grid_size. In the sensitivity analysis, B_soc_mean is less 
or equal to the default parameter value of grid_size, 5 metres, and thus the 
result has not been affected by this limitation. 
 
The result from the sensitivity analysis of VD shows that higher values of VD 
correspond to a higher average simulated walking speed, see Figure 28. If VD 
increases,    in equation (18) will decrease and consequently    will increase. 
As seen for A_soc_mean, the average simulated walking speed increases when    increases, which also the result for VD shows. Small adjustments of this 
parameter do not show statistically significant differences at a significance 
level of 95 percent in the average walking speed. The result for the used 
parameter value, which was 6 seconds, shows no statistically significant 
differences compared to the result with parameter values at 5, 7 and 8 seconds. 
This indicates that the model is not so sensitive to the adjustment of VD around 
the used parameter value. 
 
Since grid_size influences the size of the area that a pedestrian is affected by 
other persons within, the values of grid_size and VD should be set to fit 
together. The difference between the force from persons just outside the area 
and the force from the persons just inside the area should be small. The forces 
from the persons outside the area are zero, which means that grid_size and VD 
should be set so the force    from persons just inside the area becomes 
negligible. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis of VD was performed with 
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grid_size set to 7 metres as well to see the effects, see Figure 29. The 
parameter grid_size was set to 7 metres in order to see the effects when the 
forces from persons just inside the area are reduced. With the higher value at 
grid_size, the average simulated walking speeds are lower than the average 
simulated walking speeds with the default value of grid_size. With the 
exception of lower average walking speeds, the same trend can be seen in both 
figures. This comparison shows that a parameter value at 6 seconds for VD 
with grid_size set to 5 metres is acceptable.  
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7 Discussion 
The pedestrian flow in Centralhallen is affected by travellers from all over 
Sweden. Many different traveller types such as commuters, business travellers 
and leisure travellers walk in Centralhallen. These two things imply that the 
flow could vary between different times at the day, different days and different 
months. If field studies are performed in Centralhallen during the same times 
but at different days, there is no guarantee that the pedestrian flow and 
composition are the same in all field studies. The potential variation of the 
traveller composition can be one reason to why the same desired speed 
distribution could not be used at the both flow levels in this thesis. The 
variation can be reduced by collecting additional pedestrian traffic data from 
the same day of the week. Two of the field studies were performed on 29 April, 
which is the day before Walpurgis Night. This may affect the result since this 
is not an ordinary day. The pedestrian composition may differ from day to day 
since the flow is affected by travellers from all over Sweden. No matter what 
day the data is collected, the composition of pedestrians is difficult to identify. 
Therefore, the 29 April is a reasonable day to collect walking speeds. 
 
Two flow levels have been chosen for the simulations in this thesis. In reality 
there is no distinct definition of different flow levels. Therefore, it would be 
advantageous if the same desired speed distribution can be used for several 
different flow levels or places. In this thesis, a desired speed distribution that 
can be used for several different flow levels or places was not found but it can 
be investigated further. One possible reason to why the distribution could not 
be found is that the compositions of pedestrians in the morning with low flow 
level and in the afternoon with high flow level differ. How stressful pedestrians 
are, how experienced travellers they are, age and other factors influence the 
walking speeds of pedestrians, which may be the cause that the desired speed 
distributions differ between the flow levels. If a desired speed distribution that 
work for different flow level is estimated, it will be easier to simulate 
pedestrian traffic for other situations since walking speeds do not have to be 
collected. 
 
A good way to collect pedestrian traffic data is with video recordings since 
data can be analysed in retrospect. On the other hand, manual analysis of video 
films is time consuming, therefore reliable automatic image analysis softwares 
are required to take the advantages of video films to the fullest. When using a 
manual image analysis software, the estimation of where the centre of mass is 
located is a possible source of error. Different users of the software have 
different perceptions of where the centre of mass of a pedestrian is located. An 
additional source of error is the difficulty to identify pedestrian types. During 
the image analysis in this thesis, it was sometimes difficult to determine which 
pedestrian types the pedestrian belonged to. Estimations were made, which 
may influence the observed walking speed distributions. The fact that it can be 
difficult to track pedestrians in images, especially when they do sharp turns, 
saunter around or suddenly stops may also influence the observed walking 
speed distributions. Potential errors in the observed walking speed distributions 
can be a reason why the same desired speed distribution could not be used for 
different flow levels. 
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The smooth function in T-Analyst uses a moving average to calculate the 
average walking speed for each position. The walking speeds for each position 
are levelled to average walking speeds and therefore, the levelled walking 
speeds are sometimes slightly below or above the actual walking speeds. This 
will not have great effect on the observed walking speed distribution since the 
average walking speed for each pedestrian have been used. The video films 
were converted from 25 frames per second to 15 frames per second in order to 
have data in manageable size. During the conversion the accuracy may worsen, 
but the largest time error is smaller than 0.02 seconds. With average walking 
speeds between 1.25 and 1.33 metres per second, the distance error is slightly 
over 0.025 metres and that is probably more accurate than the markings for a 
pedestrian’s centre of mass. 
 
The initial input of the desired speed in Viswalk was the observed walking 
speed distribution at the low flow level. An alternative way to choose the initial 
desired speed distribution could be to use the highest observed walking speed 
for each pedestrian. That may give more realistic simulated walking speeds 
since some pedestrians may not have been able to keep their desired speeds 
during the field studies due to interactions with other persons. When the 
desired speed was inserted in Viswalk, the highest walking speeds had to be 
removed because of the limit for pedestrian walking speeds in the software. 
The highest walking speeds were kept for the observed walking speed 
distributions that the simulated walking speeds were compared to. The removal 
of some walking speeds may affect the simulated walking speeds but since the 
walking speeds that exceeded the limit were quite few, the impact on the result 
should not be large. 
 
A sensitivity analysis has been performed in order to see how adjustments of 
parameters of the SFM affect the average simulated walking speed and to know 
the reliability of the result. The investigated parameters may affect the walking 
speeds of the pedestrians and were therefore chosen. The sensitivity analysis 
shows that the parameter adjustments do not affect the average simulated 
walking speed that much. Therefore, the choice of parameter values in the 
initial calibration does not have a great impact of the average simulated 
walking speed. The parameters that had the greatest impact of the average 
simulated walking speed were tau, B_soc_isotropic and A_soc_mean. 
 
From the sensitivity analysis an expectation was to identify parameter 
adjustments which could give a more realistic result with respect to the 
animation and the simulated walking speeds. Lower values of tau and 
B_soc_isotropic and higher values of A_soc_mean may produce higher 
simulated walking speeds at the high flow level but combinations of several 
parameter adjustments have not been investigated. The effect of one parameter 
adjustment could be compensated by another one. This is something that could 
be investigated in a following work. There are small or no differences in the 
average simulated walking speeds, as seen in the sensitivity analysis. These 
differences may be smaller than the error in the observed walking speeds. 
Therefore, it is important both to be accurate when the trajectories of the 
pedestrians are tracked and when reasonable values for the parameters are 
chosen.  
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8 Conclusion 
Techniques that have been used for collection of pedestrian walking speed data 
are video cameras, laser scanners, infrared sensors and GPS receivers. 
Especially, video cameras together with image analysis systems have been 
used to collect pedestrian walking speeds. Two methods for calibration of 
SFMs have been identified from the literature survey. The simpler method is to 
simulate all pedestrians at the same time and adjust one parameter at a time. A 
more complex method is to simulate one pedestrian at a time and let the other 
pedestrians follow their observed trajectories. In this method, a genetic 
algorithm is used to find the optimal parameter configuration. 
 
From the data processing of input data, it was concluded that the observed 
walking speed distributions had a shape similar to a normal distribution. At the 
low flow level the average walking speed is 1.33 metres per second and at the 
high flow level the average walking speed is 1.25 metres per second. The 
average observed walking speeds for men and women show no statistically 
significant difference at the significance level of 95 percent at the low flow 
level. Otherwise, statistically significant differences are shown both at the low 
and the high flow level within the pedestrian classes. 
 
The adjustments of the desired speed show indications of a directly 
proportional relationship between the average desired speed and the average 
simulated walking speed. The optimal desired speed distribution at the low 
flow level does not work equally well at the high flow level. The error between 
the average observed walking speed and the average simulated walking speed, 
when using the optimal desired speed distribution at the low flow level as 
desired speed at the high flow level, is 4.5 percent. 
 
The pedestrian type investigation was performed for one pedestrian class at a 
time. The errors between the average observed walking speed and the average 
simulated walking speed are 4.1, 3.9 and 2.3 percent when dividing according 
to Sex, Luggage or Mobile phone usage when the optimal desired speed 
distributions at the low flow level are used for the high flow level. The results 
from the flow level and the pedestrian type investigations also show that none 
of the tested desired speed distributions could be used at both flow levels with 
the current parameter configuration. 
 
The sensitivity analysis shows that adjustments of the investigated parameters 
affected the average simulated walking speed differently. The parameters that 
have the greatest influence of the average simulated walking speed were tau, 
B_soc_isotropic and A_soc_mean. The parameters that do not influence the 
average simulated walking speed as much were A_soc_isotropic and VD. The 
parameter value investigation for B_soc_mean shows no statically significant 
differences in the average simulated walking speed. A conclusion is that 
another parameter configuration could give another result of previous 
simulations since some parameters affect the average simulated walking speed 
a lot. 
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The final conclusion is that the parameter configuration and how the 
pedestrians are divided into different types affect the average simulated 
walking speed. Therefore, the parameter values and the pedestrian types should 
be chosen carefully in order to receive a realistic result.  
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9 Future Work 
In this thesis, the result indicates that same desired speed distribution cannot be 
used for different flow levels when simulating pedestrian traffic in Viswalk. 
Since a desired speed distribution that can be used at different flow levels 
would be useful, more investigation can be performed. During the thesis work, 
a number of different ideas arose for future work. Especially, more collection 
of pedestrian traffic data is required. Additional pedestrian traffic data gives the 
possibility to for example investigate how compositions of pedestrians 
influence the walking speeds and if the same desired speed distribution can be 
used when simulating different flow levels and areas. Other similar areas, such 
as Malmö Central Station, can also be investigated to identify differences or 
similarities between areas. 
 
In the investigation of pedestrian types, the classification of walking speeds 
after pedestrian types did not have the expected impact on the simulated 
walking speeds. Based on this result, the classification of walking speeds after 
pedestrian types is not worth doing. On the other hand, the classification can 
affect other measurements, like density and acceleration, and therefore these 
should be investigated. By also investigate combinations of pedestrian types, 
e.g. a walking speed distribution for men with luggage, and collect more 
pedestrian traffic data, the classification of speeds according to pedestrian 
types may be worth doing. Pedestrian data collected in this thesis can be used 
to investigate combinations of pedestrian types. The walking speeds for other 
pedestrian types, such as traveller types and ages, would also be interesting to 
investigate. These pedestrian types are hard or even impossible to identify from 
images, instead interviews and other methods are required. 
 
Another suggestion for future work is to investigate the influence on the 
simulated walking speeds in Viswalk when adjusting several parameters 
simultaneously. Sensitivity analysis at both flow levels would also be 
interesting to perform in order to investigate if any parameter adjustments 
influence the simulated walking speeds so that the walking speeds increase at 
the low flow level and decrease at the high flow level. If such a parameter 
configuration is found, a desired speed distribution that can be used for 
different flow levels is more likely to be found. The result from the sensitivity 
analysis can also be used to improve the calibration of the model.  
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Appendix A – CDFs for Different Pedestrian Types 
 

 
Figure 30. CDF of the observed walking speeds for men at the low flow level. 

 

 
Figure 31. CDF of the observed walking speeds for women at the low flow level. 
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Figure 32. CDF of the observed walking speeds for pedestrians with luggage at the 

low flow level. 

 

 
Figure 33. CDF of the observed walking speeds for pedestrians without luggage at the 

low flow level. 
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Figure 34. CDF of the observed walking speeds for pedestrians with mobile phone at 

the low flow level. 

 

 
Figure 35. CDF of the observed walking speeds for pedestrians without mobile phone 

at the low flow level. 
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